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Theatre Sets 'Sexiest Play'
Ey MAXINE KAMIN
Asistant Fine Arts Edit-Or

"Beyond the Horizon," a
Theatre Department production opening Thursday at 8:30
p.m., is "the sexiest play ever
written," smiled Saul Zachary, playwright - in - residence ·
and director.
"My mother loves it because it's so filthy. There isn't
a clean word or a clean
thought in the play,'' he said.
"It's really about the miniskirt revolution, academic
freedom, the food conditions
at USF, birth control, reforms

in the Catholic clergy, and the
use of pot . . . only O'Neill
didn't know that when he
wrote it."
"BUT WITH my superior
ability to interpret the space
between the lines and also
since I have this certain
cross-eyed condition, I was
able to dr'IW out the deeper
meaning," Zachary insisted.
Zachary exaggerated a little
bit. Actually he emggerated a
lot.
Actually "Beyond the Horizon," playing Thursday, Friday, Saturday, and May 16,
17, and 18, has little to do

with the things Zachary listed.
THERE IS a love theme
running through the play Jove of a man for a woman
and love of members of a
family for each other.
Robert Mayo (Ben Hooks)
is a sensitive, aesthetic young
man who loves poetry, stars,
and what is beyond the horizon. He has a dream to someday leave his father's farm
and travel to the East to see
aRd do the things he has read
about.
But when Robert can make
this dream real, he turns it

McCarthy Wins
Choice 68 Vote,
Kennedy Trails
If voting was left up to the
nation's college students, a
52-year-old dove-senator from
Minnesota would be President
of the United States.

down for the woman he loves.
, whom he marries, had previously been thought of as
Andy's (his brother) girl.
Andy (Don Moyer) thought of
her as his girl also.
ROB'S AND Andy's lives
change after that. Dreams
are given up. Goals are forgotten. Disaster results when
someone forces himself to live
a life he dislikes.
Tickets for "Beyond the Horizon" are on sale at the USF
Theatre Box Office at 75 cents
for students, $1.50 for Staff
and Foundation, and $3 for
the general public.

'Best Dressed'

It® IF®

The third Oracle Magazine
will !>e published and inserted
in next week's Oracle, Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson, director of
c a m p u s publications, . announced Tuesday. '
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By LESLIE TAYLOR
St.aff Writer
GAINESVILLE - Board of
Regents Chairman Chester
Ferguson issued a policy
statement during a meeting
here Monday that student
demonstrations such as have
occurred at various schools
around the country will not be
tolerated in Florida · universities.

VICE-PRESIDENT Hubert
Humphrey, who at the time
was not seeking the Democratic nomination, was not in·
eluded on the ballot. However,
he received 18,535 write-in
votes.

In other action:

v The Board approved the

regulation governing the Regents' Scholarship Program
for which $1:5 million was appropriated by the last Legisla·

recourse now is to take her
case to court.
v The Board postponed approval of the appointment of
representative Phil Ashler
ture.
CD-Pensacola) to the newly
created
$25,000-a-year post as
,,,. The Regents dismissed
the appeal of Dr. Charmenz administrative vice counselor
Lenhart, former USF English of the University System until
professor. Dr. Lenhart the June meeting.
Approval was not given bewasn't present. She had protested her dismissal frcim cause the appropriation for
USF in 1965, claiming that she his salary has not been made.
V' THE BOARD GAVE the
had been fired for her right .
wing political views. Her only go-ahead for negotiations be-

*
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Janet H!>t~rd,, .US~'s ·"Best DresSed Girl;" represented USF ·
in·' Glamonr ·.Magazine's . "Jfen Best Dressed College Girls

$f,,eecil .1D4jor ~nd a mem~r: of Tri Chi sorority. Please see
In America" contest .The 5:foot 7 junior coed is an English·
~wry, page 'i
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_·Deans Eye Revisions
See Editorial, Page 4

fairs, and that we were attempting to work
within our boundaries."
By JOHN GUGGENHEIM
~ e. <! ct Wund ~ich , USF vice-president of
_ StaH Writer
Student Affairs, said, " It was a worthwhile
Revisions to the Board of Regents Operating meetink. The keynote of the meeting was that
Manual were presented to the Council of Deans there is a desire to preserve what we have
of Student Affairs by the State Council of Stu- . going while eyolving change within the proper
,/
naires returned with com- dent Body Presidents (SCSBP) April 29. The framework." :
Concerning administrative regulations, the
ments Written out~ sometimes deans reacted favorably.
group proposed that only those rules and limitaup to half a pag~. ···
Primary revisions concerned three areas: tions
be Included that directly pertain to:
The . quarter· system w1iich
v To establish an involvement - a sphere
divides . ilie acadeinfc ·year
v Maintaining the academic ·and curricular
into four· pa:rts, was· begun. in of influence in which students might construc- program.
the Florida ·university system tively help the university.
"" The maintenance of university facilities
in Septetii~er.·. J9GI. . It ·.·r~
v To establish freedoms requisite for and services.
placea· the- trime$fer sysfezp,
learning.
TrimesteFs ·· replaced seineiY' The personal health and safety of stuters in 191>4·.;: ·· · ·
v To establish due process ' and the legal dents, faculty and staff.
Scott Barnett, . president of boundaries of student rights.
Y' Those regulations shall be enacted by
·the SA, ·said · "If -the·. Commis~
the
university with the advice and participaSTUDENT ASSOCIATION President Scott
.sion and · tlie presi9.e!Jt of the'
tions
of students.
SA feel that -the quarter sys- Barnett, said, "The proposals at the meeting
tem per se is bad for the stu- were fairly well received by the deans of the
A SUBCOMMITTEE was appointed consistdents, ! ·can assure you that it seven universities attending the conference.
ing of three deans and three student presidents
They realized that we were approaching to go over the wording of the proposed revi~
will not be just another SA
memorandum to be ignored." · constructive changes' concerning student af- · sions. Another meeting is set May 20.

Trimesters Wiri SA Poll'
USF students voted 70 per
' cent for the trimester system
over the quarter system in a
poll conducted by the Student
Association .Commission for
Internal Development.
A questionnaire was distributed among 500 students in
Andros, Argos, and Fontana
dormitories and in the University Center.
The semester system pulled
more votes than the quarter
per cent. Students also voted
system with 18 per cent over 7
down a revised quarter system with 70 per cent still· for
the trimester, 12 P!=!r cent for
semester and 18 per ·cent for
the quarter.
. ASKED IF THEY felt the

courses offered at USF had
•The : re§i.tlf;s were alsq prebeen altered to adjust to the sented to the Council · of Colquarter system; the students lege Dearis here· where there
answered 92 per cent no.
was· discovered ·a strong dis- ·
Sixty per cent of the stu- like of the quarter syStem ii.Idents said the faculty hasn't ready among . the faculty.
made adequate efforts to ad- They were also •ta~n to the
just to the quarter system.
State Council of Student Body ·
Student Sen. Steve Ander- ' Presidents and· ·endorsed by ·
son, chairman of the commis- them.
·
· A:. letter lias been sent· to
sion, has taken the results of
the survey to · Vice President Chester F€!rguson, · chairman ·
of Student Affairs Herbert J. of the BoaFd of Regents, askWunderlich and Pres. Jo'hn S. ing> .. What I the: . COmmiSsion '
Allen.
schould do to convince the reTHEm REACTION was one gents there is a · need · to
of hope that the students cliange the present system.
could bring about a change.
ANDERSON, who has taken
Pres. Allen voted against the four previous polls for the SA,
quarter system when it was said this is the first time that
originally being considered.
GO per cent of the question-
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First of A Series
By 'fciM JIMENEZ
St.a(f Writer
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As the springboard into the
university . system, the high
school is the greatest influence in providing the incentive to strive to higher levels
of learning. The senior year of
high school sharpens and
hones the fine edge of the
college-bound student's mind.
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In West Tampa, on Spruce
Street, is Howard M. Blake
Senior High School. To the
northwest of Blake is Middleton Senior' High School, which
is located at 4302 24th St.
These a r e predominantly
Negro schools.
Compared with t h e s e
schools are Hillsborough Senior High School at 5000 Central Avenue and King Senior
High School at 6815 N. 56th St.
These a r e predominantly
white schools, with a small
number of Negroes attending
them.

The Hazy Picture Of Negro Education
.. . does high school really prepare him for college?

tween the Florida University
System and the Republic of
Honduras for a $1,128,000 program to upgrade secondary
education there.
The final contract will be
submitted to the Regents.
USF, University of Florida
and . Florida State University
(FSU) will participate in the
program.
Two weeks ago a group of
faculty members from the
USF College of Education
flew to Honduras to m~t with
the Ministry of E ducation
there and work up the details
of a project which will offer
technicaJ assistance to schools
ip Honduras.·

USF's program , designed ·to
improve secondary education
in that country, will offer advising to school administrators on curricula and school
bu ilding construction. D r.
Chr istian Anderson. associate
professor of education, has
been asked by the Co!Jege of
Education to serve as project
director.
V' THE BOARD voted to
recognize F S U•s baseball
team as the number one team
in the country after Chairman
Ferguson said that he thought
his cousin was a member of
the team.

. Regarding the demonstrations on college campuses,
Ferguson sai d, "These schools
are the1 property of the people
of thi s State and they have
been entrusted to us.
" \Ve are going to look fo rward," he said. "We cannot
permit retrogressive steps."
FERGUSON'S warnings followed a report by Dr. George

(Please See

R~gents,

Page 2)

Hig/J Schools Spur Negroes?
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Regents Won't Allow
Riots At Universities

Senator Robert Kennedy,
D-N.Y., by-passed Richard
Nixon for second place in the
voting by more than a million
students.

ALTHOUGH NEW York
Nelson Rockefeller
had not announced his .candiThe 16-page magazi~ is the dacy at the time of. the elecsecond this year. A, 32-page
magazine - appeared Nov.-·29.- tjon,_JJe rceceived !~_5,937 vqtes. .
Rockefeller _is p-r es e n t._1 y
. Tony Zappone, 4POL, Orachallenging Nixon for the Recle Magazine editor, said the
emphasis will be on art work. publican ·nomination.
"There will be a lot of picPresident Johnson received
tures, including many of girls 57,362 although he bowed out
girl-watchers watch," he said. · of the race.

l@J

VOL. 2-NO. 33

Sen. Eugene McCarthy won
The votes were tabluated as
the Choice 68 mock presiden- follows : McCarthy 285,988,
tial election two weeks ago Kennedy 213,832, and Nixon
sponsored by Time magazine · 197,167.
More than 50 percent of the
and the Univac Division of
students favored a reduction
Sperry Rand Corporation.
USF voted April 24 with of the U.S. war effort in Vietsome 1,200 other colleges and nam according to the referenuniversities in the nation.
dtim voting on the ballot.
Among
those students that faBUT AT PRESS time the
results on how USF voted vored reduction in Vietnam
were not avaHable.
forces, 85 percent voted for
McCarthy.
. ._

Oracle Magazine
Out Next Week

'Really About Food Conditions At USF'

STUDENT-TEACHER
RATIOS
Blake High, built in 1956 as
as academic - vocational
school, has 1,156 studen1li en-

rolled in grades nine through
twelve. With 61 teachers, the
student-teacher ratio is 1 to
19.
l.'tfiDDLETON High School
has 1,020 students, 51 teachers
and t\vo guidance counselors.
A. J. Farrell, principal, said
that his school has good
teachers but a teacher overload.
Officially, the s l u d e n tteacher ratio is 1 to 23 if you
count the librarians, deans
and guidance counselors, he
said.
With a 41-year-old tradition,
Hillsborough High (HHS) has
2,500 students and 112 teachers. HHS has one Negro
teacher and 200 Negro students.
ACCORDING to R. C.
Spoto, principal, Hillsborough
is overcrowded by 230 students.
King High School's capacity
is 1,574 students. It as 1,946
students, of whom 70-80 are
Negroes. Three of 61 teachers
and folir non-instructional
staff are Negroes.
William Stewart, principal,
said the only way to meet this
overcrowding is to put King
on double or extended sessions so as to get the classes

NEGRO EDUCATION:
The Black
multhe

down to size.
King's pupil-teacher ratio is
31to1.
FACILITIES
At Blake, Principal Richard
F. Pride said his school has
three main problems: old
equipment, floating teachers,
overcrowding and use of noninstructional personnel. The
lunchroom serves both the senior high and Just Junior
High next door.
ONE CLASS is held in the
gym and another in the cafeteria, said P ride.
At Middleton, the equipment
is old, too, and t he school is
overcrowded. There are eight
floating teachers and seven
classes with over 40 students.
According to Mrs. Helen

Wilson, counselor, MHS has
been placed on a "warning"
by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools (SACS)
because of its physical facili ties. She said that MHS needs
an agriculture building, an industrial arts room, a music
room and more lighting. The
Oracle visited Middleton before an unknown arsonist set
fire to the building.
FACILITY-WISE, Middleton
now has one main problem ~
to rebuild.
·
According to P r i n c i p a I
Stewart at King, his school
has two · portable classrooms,
no gymnasium, no cafeteria,
not enough shop, art and
drafting spaces, and a small
library. King is also on a
"warned" status with SACS.
At Hillsborough H i g h,
Principal Spoto said, "I would
like to add and build to the
science department. " Then he
added, "We are in pretty goocl
shape. "
COURSE OFFERINGS
There are 80 courses offered
at Middleton, 50 cou rses at
Blake, 125 courses offered at
King High and 156 ofered at
Hillsborough High.

SOME OF THESE are oneterm courses. "King," said .

Stewart. " offers more electives than any other school in
the county."
. SENIOR PLACEMENTS
Blake and Middleton principa ls said their students did
not do very well on the Florid,a Senior Placement exams.
· Mrs. Helen Wilson , a Middleton counselor, said seven
students scorecr over 300 the
year before last an d 11 were
over that score last year.
· S E N I 0 R PLACEMENTS
are required by the Hillsborough County Board of Public
l!lstruction as a requireme"'.for graduation.
A 300 score is the minimum,
under the current USF catalog, which a student must
achieve for admission to the
University.
At King , Stewart said he expects 90 of the 570 graduating
senio rs to score over 400 on
the Senior Placements. Last
year, over half of the graduating class went on to some
form of higher education, he
said.
At Hillsborough, the results
of the test were not available.
0

COLLEGE PREPAREDNESS
Principals were asked if
they believed tl1e facilities
(Please See Negro, Page 5)
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Student At Convention

Tampa. attorney, Francisco
Rodriguez, direct.or of the
Tampa. Economic opportunity Council, diScnsses the
President's Commission Report on Civil Disorders with
Chris Wmega.r and Edward
Hilderbrandt -last Sunday at
the University Chapel Fellowship. Be feels that the
university community can
help by taking messages to
areas where there is no communication. The Fellowship
will sponsor another discussion on the report next ·siJD..
day with Charles Bosserman,
associate professor of American Idea. The discussion is
open to the public.

. Laurel ,run; Dagnon, 4POL, of Clearwater, will represent
USF at Florida's Democratic National Convention. State·Democratic Party Chainnan P.at Thomas said Lynn Callahan, FSU
senior, and Charles Shepard, former University of Florida student body president, will also attend the convention.
The convention will give young D~mocratic members a
stronger voice -in party organization.

• •

Martin Directs Research

Ombudsman
Plan Hailed
By Gewurz

Chapel Sets
Race Talk

NEWSMAKERS

•

Dr. Dean F. Martin, associate professor of chemistry, will
direct the research of red tide outbreaks under a $3000 grant
recently received by USF from the Florida Board of Cons~rva
tion. Martin has been doizig research on the red tide since 1966.

• •

Alumni Receive Degrees

"The ombudsman program
can easily be the most significant thing ever to hit this university," Student Association
(SA) Attorney General Powell
Gewurz said. "It will provide
the students with swift redress to any serious inj ustice."
An ombudsman is an intermediary between the students
and the faculty whose purpose
is to defend the student from
the flaws of bureaucracy.
Gewurz is trying to develop
a workable ombudsman program along with SA vice president Frank Winkles.
"At first we thought to establish a student committee," Gewurz said, "But we later
discovered that several uni-

USF alwnni are being awarded doctorate degrees from
universities across the nation.
._!ili,'llBmEl~ZfilJl'.Zlie~:mrrfilTII~m!fil50Rfiaf"E!mI11]llE!ll'ill!llilllEmfilE[E]TIE:EJiill'.5Bililffill]fflmiifil1i~a:!Zf!:fil'!filill!!fil!li!§Zl:l~5DDB
Charles S. Lucas, who received his bachelor degree Iiere in '
zoology, is the first USF graduate to receive an M.D. degree.
He was graduated from the Tulane University School of Medicine in June, 1967, and is currently interning at the Baptist Hospital in Shreveport, La.
Paul Van Ostenberg received his D.D.S. degree from the
School of Dentistry, Medic;al College of Virginia, in June, 1967.
Ernesto Lado also received that degree from the GeorgeUniversity School of Pentistry in 1967.
· - USF grad4ates planning to receive medical or dental deColumbia - could it happen here? .
''I believe the student should -khoW how these regrees in June are James Allen and Raymond Fernande"Z, from
WHAT
(Women
Here
And
There)
will
discuss
this
volts
begin, how to become prepared for them and
Tulane, Michael O'Brien, 1rom University of :Miami, and Peter
and
<>theF·
questions
related
to
student
demonstrations
what
they
would do in the event of _a 'disturbance. This
Bickers, from Duke University.
Sam Napoli Will receive his D.D.S. from Medical College at a "Symposium On Problems, Agitators and Unrest is what we will be trying to get across in our semiin Universities" . Friday at 2 p.m in University Center nar."
of Virginia.
-_,
· Frank Falero Jr., a 196{ graduate, received his Ph.D. from :251.
·
Bobby Parkinson, resident co~ns~~or in ~am{:1f ;::;~s m1:~~e~:idac~~~ ~~·Fsu in 1967.
WHAT had originally scheduled Martha Peterson, and WHAT advis~r, will discuss t e 1story o · re e ~ ombudsmen."
:president of Barnard College, to speak but she had to lion from pre-Nazis time to recent demonstrations fol-·cancel the appearance because of the recent student lowing Martin Luther King's tleath. ·
Gewurz is sending letters to
outbreaks · at ·Cofombia. Barnard is an affiliate of CoAdministration and faculty members are invited all universities that already
.
.
h
.
have some
of ombudslumbia.
.
.
to ear the stude~ts· views and to offer their ideas. man serviceform
to discover the
Dr. Peterso~ . was selected to speak here because
Definitely scheduled to attend 11t this time are best method.
. of the similarities between Barnard and USF, a large Vice President of Student Affairs Herbert J. WunderGewurz was responsible for
proportion. ,of · commuter students and an urban en- · lich, Dean of Women Margaret Fisher and D. Keith the qualification of candidates
v_ironment.,
Lupton, coordinator and assistant director of the Co- in the recent SA general elec.
.
. . . . Sally Jo Power, ,president .of WHAT, said these operative Educatiqn Program. Lupton was associate tion. He had to check the eli·~
· .
·
~
·
::Same siin.ilarities make the recent events at Columbia director of Cooperative Ed1,1cation at Antioch Univer- gibility of each candidate:
.
DI AL 619
.
. even more pertinent to this campus-..
sity in Ohio for several years before coming to USF.
Although disappointed . at
.
. .
.
.'
.
QUESTION: When are the' breaks between terms for
next year?
·
. ANSWE~: The Academic Calendar, as it stands now,
offers good pews and plenty pf hoijdays for students:
Quarterl · ·
·
· Week of Sept. 9
Registration
Sept. 16
Classes begin
Nov. 27
Classes end
Nov. 28-29
· Thanksgiving
Quarter II
· (Contiiiued lrom Page 1)
will pay up to $12\JO per year
Dec. 2-3
Registration
on the basis of need.
Gore, Florida A & M presi·
. To be eligible, the seniors
· Dec. 4
Classes begin
dent,
about a student-faculty must be in the top 10 per cent
Dec. 23-Jan. 5
Christmas
·family - relations ~ommittee of their class, have at least a
. Jan. 6
Classes resume
created toµowfag the \loting 3.5 grade .point average and
Feb. 28
Gasp~rilla Day
·'
in
April, · after :. Martin L. receive a recommendation
Feb. 10
Classes end
~g~ a,~ssination. :, ·.. •- :
ft'om . theii- high school princi- ·
. Quart.er m
. . . _,, ·., ..
A
& M was ~osect..for more 1 pal. ·
: March 6-7 ·
. Regi~r~ioi ~ ~- '
than a week--a:s- a . result of - CERTIFICATES of merit
~ March 10
Classes begin ' '
the · rlo~ing..F~rgus°.n . pra~ed , will be awarded to these who
: Aprilll
Holid9-Y ·''· ..• , ,•.
Gore
m ~1s .· ad~1mstration ; meet the require!llen~ but do
, I
: May 22·
Classes end · - ., ··
and faculty s handling of the · not have financial needs or do
'. Quarter IV
. ~, -·- .. . situation.
· __; ·
not plan tQ. attend (:Qllege in
~ May 29-30
Reg'i.Sfratiori - · - •
About 4,000 high : school se- .Florida. J une 2
Classes_b~gj.ri ..·: .: ~
niors will be .eligible for the
The purpose of the scholarlTuly 4
Indepenl:Jent!~Di:t;i
Regent's scholarship whic;h ship program is to encourage·
:Augusl 14
Classes end :
· talented students to ___attend
;QUESTION: In the April 10 issu~ :::A cti6ri: Line, said
college in Florida. Recipients
~at (1) "the administration dedded '. •. ". '' • and (2)
of scholarship must attend a
· state public or private "institu:c-•• according to Mozelle Beverly. Who is the adminis~ation and who is Mozelle Beverly?
tion.
. _, .
· ···
Ferguson called Monday's
:'ANSWER: The Administration is Pres~ John Allen
Saturday the brothers and action "the greatest single
'.and the vice-presidents, and Mrs. 'Beverly is Presi.'
pleges of Alpha Phi Omega step ever taken .to ·encourage
):ient Allen's secretary..
·
:
· · · ··
·had a work project at the bright students' to attend our
::,
QUESTION: Is there a notary public available for .
USF Riverfront.
· universities. "
/
Florida A & M, a predomi~tudents' use on campus?
· The purpose of the project
:
nantly
Negro university, re·:: ANSWER: Most departments keep their own ndwas "to police the area in
Fireman Mike Shepp, 4 l\IKT, battles brush
of the afternoon op Fowler because of the
ceived
approval
for the erec"tary public to notarize forms for students needed for . fire across from :USF on Fowler Avenue last
order
to
get
it
ready
for
the
smoke.
tion of a statue and the creaPhoto by Richard Smoot
:~_hat department.
faculty picinc Sunday."
I
·
week. Traffic ~vas re-routed for greater part
September the members of tion of a scholarship to honor
the national service. fraternity the Rev. Martin L. King, who
cleaned up the water hya- was shot by a sniper last
cinths that had been deposited month.
by the flooding of the HillsborGORE ASSURED the Reough River.
gents that no state funds
The riverfront area is would be used for the statue
By HILDA LOUGH
apph1.use than Antinori's.
· mation of a football team at
Referring : to the Columbia
Gibbons expressed interest owned by USF and is open to or the scholarship. He said he
Staff Writer
GIBBONS TOLD students, USF;
> '
the public. The area is about had several offers of money
University riots, G i b b on s
:: 'The sigos were there again. "! came to talk with you, no~ · GIBBONS · noted that, · al- urged students to "guard in education and his desire to two miles west on Fletcher from private sources. Dr.
~ But the messages which
to you. I came to talk about though he approved of 18- against" such disturbances "remove .from the future of Avenue.
Gore also requested, and ob·
greeted U.S. Congressman your government, not my gov- year--0ld voters and football :a t and "work within lawful chan· every child any obstacles to
'Sam Gibbons in the Universi- ernment."
the . attainment of a college
USF, Congress had no jilris- nels."
.o/. ·Center Ballrodn1 i~t Gibbons said; "I'm .ncit" .diction over such matters.
THE congressman pointed
education."
_Wednesday were far -different going to talk about' lowering
He invited questions from · out that rioting can only work
Calling educa tlon "the great
ftom the hostile slogans faced the voting age. That would be the ·audience, and devoted the against s tu d e n t interests,
by his opponent, Hillsborough an insult to your intelligence. rest of the hour to a discus- building a '-'negative opinion" motive power that drives
-County State Attorney Paul And I'm not going to talk sion of . student · and racial ·which will reflect upon all America ahead," ,Gibbons
Sen. Eugene McCarthy, Florida tour in an attempt to
'.An tinori, the preceding week. about football."
riots, education, academic present and future students, said that financial barriers to Democratic Presidential hope- win over the state's 61 dele.;. FEWER STUDENTS .,_ap- . Antinori told students . two freedom, the. Open .Housing and eroding much-needed edu- obtaining
a college degree are
peare<;l to hear Gibbons speak, weeks ago that he favors low- Bill, the Vietnam War, and in- cational support and assis- on the verge of being re- ful, is scheduled to arrive at gate vote_s.
Pinellas Airport at 3 · p.m.
A major address is also
ering the voting age and for- flation.
.~ut his words garnered more
..
tance.
moved.
May 16 during part of his planned in Tampa but date,

Columbia:

Could It Happen At USF?

town

the turnout on election day,
Gewurz said because more
students voted than ever before, this proved conclusive
interest on the part of the student body.
"Functioning with impetus
and force, with the backing of
the student body and with the
quality of leadership supplied
by Scott Barnett, this session
of the SA legislature can accomplish much," G e w u r z
said.

Calderazzo New
Sports Editor ·
For Oracle
John Calderazzo, 4ENG, replaced Doran Cushing, 4 soc,
as Oracle sports editor this
week. Cushing has resigned to
devote more time to Sen. Eugene McCarthy's presidential
campaign .
Calderazzo was editorial
page editor Quarter I and has
been a staff writer for the last
two quarters. He was a sports
writer at Hofstra University,
Hempstead, N.Y., before comirig to USF.
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Regents Won't Tolerate
Campus Demonstration

A Phi O Polices
. USF Riverfront _,

· Fire Near USF
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tained, a vote of confidence
from the Regents that A & M
would not be merged with
FSU.

Publication J
I Applications
i Due Soon ~'I

I

I

~1

~

Applications for the edi- ·•
~-!·'. !l torships of the South Flori- [@.
t4 da Review, the 1969 Aege- @
1@ an, and the summer Oracle ~J
tli may be picked up in the ~
~1 Office of Campus Pub!ica- ,;
jk\ tions, University Center, ~
fl. 223.
;
Any
University
student,
~
h1~i graduate or undergradu- ;~
ate, is eligible to apply. Al- '~
~'.:_; though candidates need not
f'.1 be journalism students, ·
f1 some publications experi~1\ ence is desirable, the Of.
Ir! f~ce of _ Campus Publica\'!i tJons announced.
~~ Deadline for receipt of
~J applications is May 1,1 at 5
iM p.m. The editors will be se!~ lected by May 24, after
'personal interviews.
~· ~
.
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McCarthy Rallies Set

Ryder Socks It To USF
"Sock it to me! Sock it to
me'."
That's what Mitch Ryder
and his band kept saying at
the Spring Spectacular Concert Friday night in the Gym.

good performance, but was
,1

Ryder told the audience he
didn't want them to applaud.
He only wanted them to "sock
it to him" by putting their
hands together and clapping. ·
,The audience responded half
heartedly although s o m e
twirled their hands around
whHe clapping to the beat of
his music.

"·.. Indoor Cookout Entertainment
•.

'
~;Sally Johnson, lCBS; entertains stud~nts at the ,Argus cook.;out held Saturday aflel'Jllloi:i.Beca.use of rain, the_cook7oot was
~held in the cafete~ instead of out by the pool as previously
~Ianned.-~

PRECEDING R y-de r was
·"The Good Earth," a vocal
and guitar group, which travels with him. The band gave a

troduced and joked with his

t oo · lou d. The loudness didn't , band. He told the large gath-

take away from their performance, though. Although talented and personable, their
humor on stage fell short at
times.

ering that he and his ·band
performed because of their
love of music, not of , money.
RYDER'S excellent singing
had a deeper meaning than
wor~s alone, He conveyed
total involvement in his
music. He wanted the audience to know their response
was important.

Larry Leaven, spec i a 1
emcee for the Ryder band, assured the audience they would
have an evening of pure
"soul" music. And they did.
From the minute Ryder's feAlthough · Ryder is an acmale vocalist, Alder Rey,
came on stage singing "Sock complished musician and perIt To Me Baby" until Mitch former, he failed to gain the
Ryder finished the show with desired audience response.
"What Now My Love" the After the show Ryder said, "I
don't think the audience was
pace never slowed .
responding to us. They didn't
During the show Ryder in- seem to be involved."

time and location are still ten·
tative.
In preparation for Sen.
McCarthy's arrival, Students
for McCarthy are staging a
Grande Rallye today at 8 p.m.
on Crescent Hill.
Twilight's Children and The
Runecasters will perform.
Faculty speakers will address
the students and the film
"Schoenbrum on Vietnam"
will be shown.
The rally is open to all students.
Following his arrival, Sen.
McCarthy will speak at an
outdoor rally at Williams
Park in~St. Petersburg.
Simon and Garfunkel, Peter
Paul and Mary, Paul Newman and Dustin Hoffman are
in the entourage that will precede McCarthy into Florida.
Whether they will make an
appearance at USF is still to
be seen, however, they will
stage a fund-raising show in
St. Petersburg.
On May 11 a Psychedelic
Dance will be held at the Unite.rian-Universalist Church on
Nursery Road in Clearwater.
McCarthy and will feature the
The dance is sponsored by the
Clearwater S tu de n ts for
"Lite Brigade."

Student Rights Changes
Still Being Considered
By J ULIE WILSON
Staff Writer
The Student Affairs' Committee continued to wade
through the Bill of Student
Righ ts 1ast week. Revisions in
the bill included decisions to:
v Strike a clause that
would permit freedom of mobility and travel.

v Add a clause providing
for the right, of students to
participate in curriculum development.
SKYWAY DRIVE-IN
WED, THURS MAY 8, 9
· 2 Color Hits
BRIGITTE BARDOT

"VIVA MARIA"
FRANK SINATRA DEAN MARTIN

"MARRIAGE ON THE ROCKS"
FRI., SAT MAY 10, 11
3 COLOR HITS
JOE FLYNN

"McHALE'S NAVY
JOINS AIR 'FORCE"
HUGH O' BRIAN

"AMBUSH BAY"
TOM HUNTER

"THE HILLS RAN RED"

freedom from
"double jurisdiction," except
when a student's presence
jeopardizes the health, physical welfare, or property, and
the student admits to a felony, ·
or the University has conclusive evidence of ]Jis guilt even

acted.
The Committee was to have
met Tuesday night ..to continue
to work on the bill.
. IN DISCUSSING_ the freedom of mobility clause, David
Shobe, 4POL, said the original intent of the clause was
to stop university officials
from declaring certain areas
off-limits to students.
· Herbert J . Wunderlich, vice
president of Student Affairs,
said .USF has never black!ist.ed any areas.
· He also said he felt a clause
in the Board of Regents operating manual •giving universities the right to blacklist
would soon be removed.
In addition, a clause giv·ing students the -right to participate in curriculum development was suggested by
David Searles, 4 POL.
WALTER .GRISCTJ, assistant professor of journalism,
said he had doubts about the
appropriateness of such a
clause, since the bill was primarily to insure only individual student rights.
Searles said the suggested
clause would not make it
mandatory that the student
recommendations be accepted, but only allowed them the
right to voice an opinion.
Article VI, dealing with double jurisdiction, was ralso dis.cussed. The consensus was
that the original version of the
bi!). would limit the university.
The revision's now for university disciplinary a c t i o n,
whether or not· civil authorities have acted, in certain
cases involving s e r i o u s
crimes.
In other action, the committee voted to a)low Sigma
Phi Epsilon to have formal installation activities the weekend before finals.

USF Orders
New Telescope
For Pictures
USF has ordered a , new
Schmidt - Caesgrain telescope.
Dr. Robert Wilson, associate
professor of natural sciences,
said this specific telescope is
useful because it has excellent
picture-taking qualities.
The telescope has a 26-inch
aperture (diameter of the
lens ), a 30-inch reflector, a
lenght of over 100 inches, and
weighs about a ton.
The exact arrival date is
not set.

UN, MON, TUESMAY12,13.1
· 2 COLOR HITS
REX HARRISON
SUSAN HAYWARD

DR. A. L. VALADtE, JR.
OPTOMETRIST
An no unces the Opening of his
office fo.r the practice of

"THE HONEYPOT"

OPTOMETRY

FRANK SINATRA
DEAN MARTIN

at Terrace Plaza Shopping Center
Temple Terrace, Fla.
'
PHONE 988-7439

"FOUR FOR TEXAS"
Adm. 50c Storts Du sk ,

Office Hours

By Appoi ntment

. FRIDAY
JUNE 7TH.
8:15 P.M.
eURTIS
HIX0N HALL
TICKET MAIL ORDERS NOW
• $2.00 $3.00 $3.75 $4.75

CURTIS HIXON HAll
. BOX OFFICE
.
fA!ilPA, FLORIDA

9

For 20 frantic minutes, Sherry Spires, 4PSY a-nd Richard
Protovin, 6ART, were· stUck inside one of the elevators of
the University Center. The two studenls were rescued by security officers. Both elevators were then checked · and restored to working order.

Fraternity Secedes

WHEREAS for the 'first time in its history the FLORIDA DELTA Chapter of . the 'SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Fraternity in accordance with similar chapters within its
realm has planned a Plantation Weekend, and Magnolia
Ball ; And during which there will be various special activities; And
WHEREAS union to that institution known as the University of Sout.h Florida would cause grievance to t_he members of the FLORIDA DELTA Chapter of SIGMA ALPHA
EPSILON Fraternity, it is our belief and desire that absolution of all ties and affiliations with said University be ·com- ·
pletely severed for a designated and· specific period of
time; And
THEREFORE, the FLORIDA DELTA Chapter of the
SIGJ\IA ALPHA-EPSILON F'rat~rnity does here9y formAlly
and absolutely, with grave thought aforehand, disavow any
and all connection with the aforementioned institutions;
and in the finest" and most honorable tradition of.the South,
does assert its Independence and does secede from the University of South Florida for · the specified time to extend
from the eighth day of May, Nineteen:Hundred and , SixtyEight until the twelfth day of May, Nineteen•Hundred and
Sixty-Eight, at which time it will again assume its rightful
and honorable position within the Interfraternity Council
and the University.of South Florida.
Attested to by:
C. RICHARD MOORE
PETER D. BELSTROM
EMINENT ARCHO~
EMINENT RECORDER
Florida Delta. Chapter ·
Florida. Delta Chaptei;
Sigma. Alpha Epsilon Fraternity Sigma. Alpha Epsilon Frate

INTRODUCTORY OFFER•

You Save.

Dr. Graham Solomons, as·
sociate professor of natural
sciences, was elected president c.r the USF chapter of the
A.P'.erican Association of University Professors April 29.
_Others elected · included Walter E . Willi~s, .assistant' professor Of functional mathematics, treasurer ; Dr. Frank
L. Cleaver, professor of functional mathematics and Dr.
Hans Juergensen, associate
·professor of humanities, members of the executive committee for one-year terms.

.if civil authorities ·have not

v Provide
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Solomons Is
New AAUP
President

• •

We Make New Friends

You Get.

•

• FREE Tune-up with 1
purchase of plugs,
points & condenser at
reg. prices.
• Rock-bottom Tire Prices
• Free balancing with
purchase of Tires
• 10% Discount on
• Tires, Batteries & labor.
• FREE Car Wash with oil
change, filter, & fill-up.
• FREE Trouble Shooting
• FREE Pickup & Delivery.
I

.

'

Dr. Roger M. Nichols, assistant professor of political
science, continues as vice
president and Dr. Arthur M.
Sanderson, professor of journalism, continues as secretary. Offices, except ' for elected executive committee members; are. for two-year terms.

PERRY'S STANDARD \SERVICENTER

T

Busch Blvd. ,. 30th St.
Ph. 935-9956 I

1•With USF l.D.

Offer Expires June T

PIZZA 1c: SALE
Hours:
11 A.M.-Midnight
SUN~· THURS.
11 A.M.-l A.M.
FRI. & SAT.

CHECKS PAYA BLE TO

CURTIS HIXON HALL

Buy A9" - 12" - 16"
PIZ%A AND
Get A9" Tomato & Chee$e
Pizza for One-Cent More!

TICKETS ALSO ON SALE AT: All .
S.ears stOres in fompa, Clearwa·

ter, St. Petersburg and Lakeland,
ond at Belk-Lindsey of. Britton.

Phone and your order will b~ ready in MINUTES
.-'

· -' --··

•
JSU, 7 p.m., CTR 251.

Offieial Notiees

Beyond the Horizon, 7

Bulletin Board notices should be sent
DIRECT to " Di rector, Campus Publicalions, CTR · 223'-' no later than Wednes-

day noon for. publication the following
Wednesday.
Send news ' items - dif' ect to "Editor,
The oracle, CTR 222," ext. ii9.
ADVISING, Undecided Majors:
Mav 15, Wednesday, a to l 1 a.m.,
PHY 211.
May 16, Thursday, 2 to 5 p.m., PHY

209.

May 20, ·Monday, I to 3 p.m., PHY

211.

Students

NOT

pre-scheduled

during

this period must wait until registra-

tion.

WITHDRAWAL: Friday is the last
day to ·withdraw from Quarter 111 with-

out pentalty. Withdrawal afler this date
will result in an automatic "F" grade
for each course.

ADMISSION: Wednesday, May 15, Is

the last day to apply for admission or

readmissioo for Quarter IV·IO week.
6-week, or :J..week: term A.

APPLICATIONS

FOR

EDITORSHIP

Ph. 988-71'01
Terrace Plaxa
OPEN MON., TUES. & SAT. 9-5:30
WED., THUR~. & FRI. 9-9:00

"Made in Par is,'' 7:30 p.m .,

History Club: 2 p.m., B US 217.
NDEA 1nsti~.;')~~~rD~Tsadvantaged, ·a
a.m., EDU Room s.
American College Testing, 8:30 p.m .,
BSA BUS 106-115.
WHAT Breakfast, 9 a.m., RAN . 109,
Family Day, noon. Riverfront.
Beyond the Horizon, 7 p.m. RAR.
Movie - uMade in P·ar is," 7:JO, p.m.,
FAH 101.
.
SUNDAY
FA!-! IOI. .

.

MOVIE -

Just A"Hop~ Skip and Jump" from USF Campus
on Busch Blvd. at 42nd Street.

reau of Indian . Affairs. Educalion mai6rs preferred but other areas accepled.
See Mr . Lupta·n, Co-op Office, ENG. 37,

ext. 171.

·A nnouncing the Opening of...

.

Pa nhelleni ~.

MONDAY
Rush

...... cc:

Registration;

a.m., south center lobby.

8

Florida State Board of engineering

Exams, 8 a.m., CTR 200 & 248 .

Charm course, 2 p.m., CTR 255-6 .
Cl~b

Women 's

Bridge, 7 p.m. CTR

Panhellenic

TUESDAY

10~

pus Publications, CTR 223, and must be
returned by .Friday, May 17. ·

Florida State Board Of Engineering
Exams, 8 a.m ., CTR 200 & 248.
.
education placement heel

TODAY
Leonard Baskin Prints Exhibit, all

day, CTR 1Q8.

Fundamentals of supervision, all day,

Construction Specification lnstrtute, all
day, CTR 252 E&W. Luncheon, noon,
cTR
24a.
WHAT
conference, 2 p.m., KIVA.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Parade, 2 p.m.,
Outside CTR.

Temple Terrace Highway and 56th St.

.TOWEL

Edueation Plaeem~nt '

Organizations listed below will interview on campus. Check with P Jacement, ADM 280, ext. 2881 for interview
locations and to schedule appointments.

I

SHOP

-Thursday, May 14 - Pasco County
(Dade City) and Glynn County (Brun.

swick,

CTR 200 & 205.

/

251.

for summer term and for fall quarter)

Campus Date Book

CANNON..

Leonard Baskin Prints, 8 a.m., CTR
108.

Rush Registration, 8
8.m ., south center lobby.
Leonard Baskin Prints, 8 a.m ., CTR

Time and room numbers of campus organizations meeting regularly are posted on the · bulletin board at the University Center lobby.

)ii ~- u ••

"Made ·in Paris, 11 7 : 30 p.m.,

of the South F lorida Review, for the
1969 Aegean, and for The Or acle (both

may be obtained in the Office of Cam-

by COIFFURE DE ROMA

Theatre.

Ga.)

schools;

elementary · and

secondary; education.
' Thursday, May 23, Brevard County
Schools (Titvsv ilfe ) ; elementary and
secondary; education.

Business Plaeement

Thursday, May 16 -

aUY THEM BY

The Upjohn

tHEpoUMD

Company : pharmaceut ica l sales , mar-------,--------------------.:...:.:.:.;.:.:..:.:.:.:.:.....:....----~---, kefing and .ales, management; bio,
chem.
Tuesday, May 21 - Ed ison Brothers
· Stcres, inc., managerial trainees; all

.

,.,,..,...,,~
'#·~~

...." '

~~

~

4f;;r

-

:I

field s.
Friday, May 24 -

I

Co-ops on Tra in ing Period must return Worksheets to Co-op Office by 4

i

~~
~·

932-4391

ceived late.

Reception honcring Co-ops who haVe
earned Co-op Cert ificates dur ing 1967-'68
academic year. Certificates awarded .

CO-OP NOTICES

-

:.

..
~,,,..,,,,_If

Co-op Office, ENG 3.

. Wanted ; Stvdents wi th one fourth or
more Ameri can Indian blood (any
tribe) for Co-op ass ignments with Bu-

C· Power Poles

T
~

,.'l'

'

Co-ops must keep Co-op Office Informed of changes of address in o~der
to receive registration materia ls by
mall. Address must be comp lete including apartment number, room, etc. ,
when app licable.
Openings on Co-op Program - More
than 100 employers still seek ing students interested in joining Univers ity's
,c o-op · Program with employment in
Quarter IV starting Monday, Jun e 10.
For addit ional information inquire a t

Down Soon
The power poles that run
from the new Science Center
to the parking Jot north of
Fine Arts and Humanities will
come down when construction
is completed, Physit!al Plant
Director Charles W. Butler
said.
Butler said the poles supply
electricity to the construction
workers. When the building is
COJ1'.pleted the power lines will
be buried.

EXTRA HEAVY

tW

$2.98 VALUE '..t:~

};:,;, . MATCHING WASH.CLOTHv~:Ub. ,,.~ :Jr;:

WEDNESDAY MAY 15

~

~·

.

p.m. Late fee app lied to Worksheets re-

\

~ FONTANA HALL
~

~ ~~':.~~ ''~

TODAY
Co-op Information Session. 2 p.m ..
ENG 3.
FRIDAY

Come visit our model

~

:nn EXTRA SPECIAL for MOTHER'S DAy · {!ff

Cooperative Edueation

~~

Students,

: 1: :.:i~ i'.:,!:1.:::rrrrtmnrrrn:n."''"' ·(·: , : .: :.: : : .u.:':{/·>=: : .: : ·j·: : : : : : : :=:j: : .,: ,;:,L·='=· :,:,.:, , ,t\1: : : ;

United Merchants

& Manufacturers, Inc.; chem. junior
and engrs ; chem and engr, ind mg t.

Sign up today for
Fall residence in Fontana.

~

,'

Beyond the Horizon, 7 p.m ., FAH 101.

May 24, Friday, 9 to noon, PHY 211.

IN HAIR STYLING

Movie FAl"I 101.

p . m. ~

988-12-13

CANNON®

~ :,-:::£\!\;:~:::. IZ¢il '
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+%+~®
MUSLIN SHEETS
AT GREAT

SAYINGS
A wide selection·of all
·types Fashion Sheets
and Pillow Cases in
many colors.

TEMPLE TERRACE PJ.AZA
'

.

:.. ·..: .•··: ·.· ·. ·:·
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THE ECONOMIST
I

Piefre Trudeau~ Takes The Reins
.. Of 'C:anadci With Liberal Hand

0,~CLE
-

.

\

EDITORIA~S

AND COMMENTARY

4-May 8, "l968, · U. of South Florida

·.
...

-

-

~y BRIAN BEEDHAM

after becoming the new Liberal leader, April . 6, Trudeau
was saying that the extent· of
Canada's participation in
Twenty years _ago, in April NATO must be reconsidered.
. .,i
1948; Louis St. Laurent, , as
He did not criticize the origi·
·head of a Liberal government nal decision to commit Cana·
ing that is now loosely written, ar- away with the philos6phy.'of in loco
in Canada, was _ the first dian troops to Europe, but he
bitrary and dependent on the inter- parentis - in place of tlie parent . - statesman to propose-that the argued that Europe "nO long- as far as student conduct out·
_pretation of nine regents.
.No r t h ' Atlantic countries ·er needs us'.' as it used to do.
side the classroom is concerned.
shotild form a mutual defense
His theme for foreign policy
On student welfare, -the manual
By the time students reach unisystem. · ·
now reads that the student is ex· versity age, they .are subject to the
is that Canada should concen·
pected to. conform to the ordinary same punishment by law as any
Less ·than a year later the trate its limited resources on
rules of "good conduct." The revi- - adult. They should have the-same
_North Atlantic Treaty was ne- - doing ·~fewer things better."
sion would read "every student is . freedoms as have adults and · mi·
gotiated, pledging · to a hardHE WOULD• LIKE "t t
1
o
pressed Europe support from
subject to federal and state law;· nors of their age oot- at.J;enditlg an
Canada as well as from the join the hemispheric Organi·
respective county and city ordinan- . institution of higher learniilg.
United States.
zatlon of American States ces and all Board Qf. Regents and
University students have the
University rules and regulations."
NOW, IN APRIL 1968, the but only if it can make a real·
newly ·chosen head of another. Iy independent contribution to
On freedom of expreJ;sion; the benefit of the advice . and knowl"Liberal
government in. Cana- the work of the OAS, without
edge
of
an
experienced
and
dis. manual says "Free inquiry may be
da, Pierre-Elliott Trudeau, merely echoing United States
consist~nt with'. and di r e ct d . -cerning faculty to guide their be·
has C?lled for a complete
toward the educational objectives havior. HopefUJJ,y~ these faculty, · · r.eassessment of Canadian for- policies.
of the university and witli the pres· members stimufate their students
eigh po!icy. Only a few hours
Pierre. Trudeau is not a

..-

"•J.

Foreign Editor Of
The Economist

Revisions Show .Leadership
.. There is a current of unrest in
university systems throughout the
world.
:.:_- -Concurrently with the 1outbreak
: at Columbia University in New
: York last week were student upris~ ings in France, Germany and
: Czechoslovakia . .
The Florida University System

~ can be proud that its student move·

; ments are quiet and through the
~ proper channels.

c

., The State Council of 'Student
; Body Presidents submitted revi~ sions for the Board of Regents Opt erating Manual to the State Coim~ ell of Deans of Student Affairs

e

29.
~
.The proposed revisions by the
~student presidents guide:the ma:nu-:1. U to an -interpretation of student
~file based on county, state and fed:.~a) law, particularly emph51-sizing
:::the
constitutional rfreedoms.
r~..
.:~t~: .The revisions tighten the word.
..~ .-..~~:...
••"-" .:.
~ April

de~ocratic

soc:iety." _ into learning during their hours
The revision states "Freedom outside the classroom as well as in
of expression, as :defined by· the _ the classroom.
.
Constitution of the United - States
. This is the most valuable lesson
and the State of Florida, shall be
allowed i@d encouraged on every,. a: student can .take away from .a
campus."
·
,
university because he will , proba·
The suggested reVisions do bly have to learn by himself for the
rest of his life. · ' ·
ervation of a

t

man who could possibly be ac·
cused of narrow parochialism
or isolationist instincts. He is a
widely traveled cosmopolitan.
He won the campaign on his
own - not as the proclaimed
heir and favorit~ of the retiring prime minister Lester
Pearson. His position is the
stronger for that.
BUT P~ON has reason
to be well pleased with the
Liberals' bold choice of a man
who only a year ago was still
not widely known in Canada.

Canada facing the right way
for Pierre Trudeau to come to
power and tackle the next
vital phase of national recon·
ciliation.
SOME FACES FELL in
Paris when Trudeau won the
contest for the Pearson succession. He is exceptionally
equipped to cope with General
de Gaulle's designs against
Canadian unity, and with the
separatist or parochial elements among botfl F r e n c ·h
and English Canadians.

There would have been
much more danger o( a real
Canadian withdrawal from
world affairs if the new leader
had been a man less Well
placed to grapple with the
problem of unity - or less in·
Not least of these achieve· ternationally minded than
ments was the fact that he got Pierre Trudeau. ·

Oiliy now are many Canadians coming to acknowledge
the remarkable achievements'
that Mike Pearson somehow
managed to bestow on their
country.

Do Students Support Hooks?
Dr. -Allen's-PoJJ:Asks In ·Class

-

.

'

"

' y
~

?ref-!

~i

USF: lnsurmo,~ntable Wall Of Apathy? ,.

r::'.' USF had one of its :best week· • entertainers will no longer want to
.. ends last weekend, but student ap- come to our campqs' to play for a
athy may have deal); a severe blow group of students that apparently
to future such week-ends.
. aren't interested; s'tudents such as
The · technical problems at the . .the Spring Spectacular Committee
·Rotary Connection Concert, even . are going to stopi banging their
the· rain cancelling the cook"°ut at · heads against a wall of.apathy. ·
Argos Saturday, _seem ito indi~ate
Then maybe we can have a
'things didn't go toe> well, but this good time sitting ,arpund talking
did not make . the week"end a fail· about events at othe"r schools.
ure.
-·

Concern by the administration
to gather a faculty ihat can make
each student beg-in to think and
learn by himself ·would be much
more beneficial than imposing numerous rules and regulations supI><?sedly to aid the student's whole
education.

Does the total student body
support t~e Student Association Senate endorsement cif
Ray Hooks' $250,000 suit
agli.inst the Univer~ity and the
students at USF being codefendants?
That was the-question posed
to 22 students in attenaance in
SSI 301 Section 002 Thursday,
April 25 following the article
·carried in The Oracle.

Responsibility for student discipline, according to the revisions
would continue to be within the jurisdiction of the institutions themselves in accordance with the ·man-

. ; BESIDES carrying · no rm al iifl~:'lill!ll.\~~~~wi•~i!!iili!ma•a~
Class loads and participating I in
uaL
other activities, 40 students found
.
On this front, there is currently
time during the past three months
~ a Bill of Student Rights before the ·
to devote time aqd effort to bringStudentAffairs Co~mittee atUSF.
ing top talent and a goo'd week-end :
.;
;41'-·-·.
• - • ·- -~
.,.
:.· ...... . ;..., ~
to USF-iuid they s11cceede
(i..
·
,:_
_
::;
This Bill carries the saffie tP,.eme qf
..
- *' · r ,:.r.~--=::·; •
regulation according to state and .
-The students who put on thesi--::>
:. ~
·.
week.ends, Spectacular. . and Frol·
federal laws atjd not arbitrarily as·ics, are not professionals. They ,;. _; -~: ; ; orge,, ·
signed rules.
- bave accepted the , monumental '
County, state ana··: federal laws _·
task of working with booking agen~ -~
have had to withstand the process
·'cies, staging, decorating and pub- :
of legislation~ to exist. These laws
licity and all the other 9etajls th~.t i
· have the background of the checks
can cause so many problems in
,and balances of American govern_
-presenting a show this si~e.
- .
.
ment.
The publicity committee had t-0
contend with students stealing tent
Students ill Florida and. at USF
·cards, posters, and a twelve-foot
are going through the proper chan·
sign in Andros.
nels now. Students see the need for
· change now. They are recommend~
THE COMMITTEES were incaping now - recommending for the
_' able of getting many stud~nts to
right to a strong voice in decisions
.donate even a few hours of their
affecting them. This responsible
·time for a college weekend.
leadership should l)e recognized.
Lack of student interest and
, And a wiSe . administrator will
:p&rticipation in this past weekend
recognize it. :was quite evident, especially at the
half filled house Friday night. Stu-dent participation is the life blood
[of a commuter campus such as
~ours.
·
·

ON THE FIRST vote there
,was one yes, four no, and 16
abstained. Following some de·bate and ·a couple internediate votes, the final vote was
two yes, 14 no, and five ab·
stained. All these figures
speak for themselves.
This letter is not meant -as
taking sides, because both
Marco Pardi and .. Scott Bar·

'. Don't..

0

__

'.

EDITOR:
Sometimes I wonder just
-.. how · stupid Margaret Fisher, dean of women, thinks I

. am.

Earlier this. year she expected me to believe the rea. son she wouldn't give dorm
keys to the older feµiale stu. dents, was, "because it would
be an invidious distinction."

Mother's

.

~

; Students who can sit back and
'.bicker and complain that one thing
1or another isn't right should try do:natillg some of their time to work
;toward improving or_ helping · the
!situation.

.

""
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YET, SHE ADAMANTLY
insists on the policy of students under 21 residing on
cainpus, ·and the students
over 21 having an option.
She also said that there was
not enough money to keep the
· dorms open !UJY later.
Now, she wiants me to be, lieve that students have some
say in compiling the budget.
Her 'reason being that stu·
dents were allowed to decide if
they wanted to pay more
money to have telephones in

'

~ STUDENT PARTICIPATION
,)win be needed even more in the
.·:next · few years. Without it there
,?will be little chance of getting -bet~er facilities or better entertain·
:ment. _
-~.,_
The time is going to come when -

stitute their unrepresentativepower for that of the administration they proclaim to be
non-student oriented.
The question then becomes
who is representing the stu.dents most validly; the senate
or the administration.

whether the University can
continue processing fines.
Most of us are not qualified to
even judge Ray Hooks' motives or sincerity.
At this level we can only reflect on whether we support
the Ray Hooks action whether
it is in the best interests of
ABOVE AND BEl'OND this the University's present and
issue the administration must future.
also consider the approxi.,
IF THE SENATE action mately 1400 employes, plus - MY PLEA IS for · more fn.
was representative of the stu- the · graduate students, con- terest in the University by all
dent body, the senate posture tinuing education students, of those involved. I would
was appropriate and there is HEP and Upwa[{i Bound stu- · hope that if a referendum is .
no need for discussion on the · dents, etc., who are also sub- called, that there will not be 75
aspect of the question Under ject to fines.
per cent non-voters as hap.
consideration.
d h f' t
ted to
'If, on the other hand; their
They must cons1'der time pene w en lrS 1presen
dis
ed
cuss
commitment represented a loss. of employes' traveling to the li class samp e
minute minority, ' there would and Sl.tting-wa1"t1"ng in a court, ear er.
appear . t9,. be an- "ttempt by as we!} as gaini_ng sch_olarship___ . ' I would,further _hppe and e~the senate to:.arbitrarjly sub:- . funds for th!! students. -~
pect that the SA senate and
. ,.
" ! ·;· · ' ·
Except for the latter, these the administration will con'.
aspects are not the concern of tinue to work· together toward
an i m p r o v e d University
· lht:!___SE!IJ.ate, .'1:11~ -.aclt:niJJistra- whether traffic or some other
tive responsibility is ob.viously issue is at stake.
more inclusive than•.,that of
DR. ED ALLEN
their rooms.
the senate.
>-· ;:~., _,.·
(ED.'s Note: Ray .Hooks Is
THIS IS A CHANGE from
THE SENATE mJ$T pro· suing the University for $200,•
the usual cram:it-down·theirthroats •approach· used · in vide the admirtistrati6n -With a 000 not $250,000. The Student
assaying fees, but it definitely representative . sfoden~~ posi- Association Legislature, not_
. is not an e~mple of student tion, and the administration the senate, endorsed Hooks
should give this 'an -appropri- and according to Scott Bar·.
power.
It is a crumb thrown by the ate weight in. reaching a deci· nett, the administration bas
administration to the stu- sion in the best interest of,the given the issue an appropriate
total University.
·,
weight in reaching the deck
dents.
The question that bothers
The state courts.. will decide si.on.) ·
me is this: If we are able to
get money for phones by .rais· ·
ing fees, why can't we ' get
money to lengthen dorm hours
the same way?
the University should have no
EDITOR:
IF THIS -IDEA HASN'T oc·
At the University of Florida, right to make that student
curred to the good Dean, then sophomores are allowed to move back into the dorm.
may I be the. first to suggest live off campus in the housing
We students are being stithat we replace her with a lit- arrangements of their choice. fled under the adminstratle more imagination.
Yet here at USF, students tion's interpretation of the
If this idea has occurred to must live in the d<Jrms until
her, then why hasn't she put they are 21. If they move off "commonly accepted moral
code" of the Board of Regents
it before the students?
campus in the middle of the Manual. It is grossly unfair
HAROLD R. HOOKS academic year, -the housing
2CBS contract can be broken for the that the rules of the state universities are not uniform in
slight charge of $50.
·
th~ respect.
I PROTEST THE FACT
We need a liberalization of
that the University h as our housing rules and the uni·
stepped over its bounds of versity should be limited in its
people . were sleeping, . study- "in locos parentis" in telling parental roles. Action must be
ing, turning pages of note- students where and how they taken in the near future so
books, writing letters, crum- should live.
that ,p sF can come out of
pling paper and even allowing . If the parents of the student the restricted dark ages and
soft drink cans to roll on the do not object to his living off catch up with the more liberal
floor.
campus and if they are aware thinking of the other Florida
The din was so, distracting of the fact that the student is schools.
PA'.ITY HUGHES
that those students wishing to living, in other than a regulat·
3CBS
listen could do so only with ·ed dormitory situation, then
difficulty.
I think this is a poor reflection on the student body. And,
would lik.e to apologize to Mr•
Abram for my fellow stu- EDITOR:
vention.
dents' behavior.
The No-Preference .DemoFurthermore, there is no
TONI DORSETT cratic Slate ,of delegates offers way advocates of Robert Ken2ces · Florida the fairest representa- nedy, Hubert Humphrey or
LINDA MIN.KLEY tion at the Democratic Na- George Wallace can have a
/
2CBS tional Convention.
voice at the Convention unless
This slate opposes those Florida elects the No Pref.
pledges to Smathers and Preference slate.
McCarthy in the May pri·
OUR STATE HAS 64 votes;
maries and promises to afford why should they all be
many -people and organiza- the real competition for the pledged to one man, just betions who made this election first time in Florida Demo- cause the pledged slate resuccessful. A special thanks cratic history.
ceives a few more votes in the
goes to the Oracle. News covIT IS INDICATIVE of the primaries?
erage was good, editorials
With the unpledged slate,
and advertisement coverage new order of voters who are
dissatisfied with the failure of the vote can be split among
was great. Sandy Kay and El·
previous delegations to ade- any number of candidates acliott Jones were a tremendous
·quately represent their politi·
factor in making the balloting
cording to the wishes of the
cal sentiments.
a success.
Conseqently, the unpledged Florida public.
This election proves that slate fairly represents all facThis is Florida's chance to
when there is backing from tions, including the Negro and take a definite step in the
the faculty, administration, student population. We are direction of fair representastud~nt body and organiza· pledged to no candidate and tion and to gain a voice in nations, people do turn out.
promise to keep an open mind tional politics.
DAVE PETTIGREW until we hear the position of
SUSAN 1\1. CAMERON
3ECN every candidate at the Con·
No-Preference Slate

Just A Crumb

~~S- unday's

·oay

nett are known to be mature,
sincere men.
The above figures are not
offered-as a sampling for in·
ferences to the total University population, but as an indication that adequate random
sampling is necessary and
- that attitudes may change
with new information and dis-cussion.

Housing Gripe

An Apology
EDITOR:
For the first time since I
have been at USF, I can truly
say that I am ashamed of our
student body.
. Recently I saw the movie "The Graduate." From this, one of the most lasting
impressions was the music of Simon :and
Garfunkle, particularly their "Sounds of
Silence."
An afterthought on' this musical selection was its implications in the search
for silence and peace. What seems to be
most pressing on people today is the crucial need to get away from it all, to
find momentary reprieve from the hustle
and bustle of daily ~ayhem.
, O.NE OF MY FRIENDS told me of his
relentless struggle to find this theoretical
peace. You must understand: this friend
is quite a student, s.tudies insanely to
pull .a four-point-zero, although because
of t'he tragedy he told me about, he has
not yet achieved this ominous goal.
One night he intended to study and
began scouring the campus for a quiet
place to sit "and sink into concentrated
reading.
First he walked into the CTR West
End Coffee Shop and sat down at a solitary · table. After not more than two
pages at fourteen-hundred words a minute, some considerate fellow-student de-.
posited a nifty dime in the nearby jukebox and the music blared forth in raucous discordance. In nervous response,
he stalked from this high-decibel torture
chamber.
AFTER A QUICK retreat into the Student Association study room down the
south corridor, he slid into a comfortable

chair, cracked open his book. again and
bolted his eyes to the black lines on the
page.
Five minutes told the death of this si-' _
lence. · It was a grim note from the nos..
talgic past as loud noises flowed from
the clanking, voiced, stacked dirty-dish
conveyor across the hall. It was too ·
much. In another, vairi attempt for quiet
solitude; he scUl'ried to the library.
He should have known better, though,
than to assume ,that this would be a
place of peace when all previous grasps
at discovery had miserably failed. Short
· skirts fluttered by, books smashed to the
floor, pages unbearably crinkled - his
mind was cruelly crushed.
'
THE LAST RESORT, he thought as
he grabbed his well-battered flashlight
and crept east across the road into the
woods. He found a quiet tree, settled his
back against it and opened his book for
the final proof of peace.
Ten minutes passed and he reveled
in his marvelous - find of a soundless ·
· place. What ecstasy, he quipped to himself. Then a rustle in the bushes nearby
and a voice, "Hey, thiS is a great place
. to escape for a little study ; mind if I join
·you?" He looked at the glare of the in- truder's light, said nothing in reply, and
tacitly returned to his book.
As his stare fell toward the page, he
saw a long string of flashlights moving
across the wide field toward hitn and his
companion. How long, oh peace, how
long!

Wednesday, May 1, I happened to ·sit _in on Jacques
Abram's Issues in Music. I
was prepared to spend a relaxing two hours listening to
the great artist play and talk
about great music.
. Unfortunately, this was not
to be. Some of the students
who are enrolled in this
course must be the most. impolite, rude, and inconsiderate
clods who inhabit the earth.
While Abram was playing,

'68 A -Success'
EDITOR:
We Are Pleased. Close to
4,000 stl,ldents turned out for
Choice 68, which is some kipd
of a record for USF.
Forty per cent of our student body voted in an indirect
primacy. This compares fa.
vorably with the national av·
erage for state primaries,
which have a direct effect.
The results from our campus should be in soon. The national results should be in this
week's Time Magazine.
I would :like to thank the

New 'No' Slate
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White Facilities
Look To Bond Issue

Negro,
(Continued from Page-1)

they have are adequate to
prepare their students for the
state university system.
AT KING, Steward said,
''Yes, we feel so. We r ealize it
could be better. If we had
more, it could be better."
Hillsborough's Dr. Spoto
agrees.
Speaking for Blake, Walt~r
L. Turner, administrative

dean, said, "I believe so.''
Farrell of Middleton said,
" Our facilities are madequate
for everything. This will be
temporary for a time," (until
the burned.out school is rebuilt).
Principals at Blake and
Middleton were asked why
they thought a lower propor·
tion of Negro students were
prepared to attend USF.

oyo·u look as
~esh as spring?
.\

TURNER, at Blake, said
"The average high school student prefers to leave home
and go to school. "
Farreµ at Middleton said,
"We don' t have many Negroes coming out of high
schools compared to white students."
Dr. Raymond Sh€ I t o n,
school superintendent of Hillsborough ·County, has held his
appointed office for less than
a year. Shelton, a native of St.
Louis, now commands the
28th largest school ·system in
the nation and the third larg- ·
est in Florida.
Shelton, a strong advocate
of quality education to meet
society's needs and goals,
Phol?_by A llan Smit h
says, " We aren't meeting
those needs at all in Hillsborough County.'. '
Inc. QuesTHE SUPERINTENDENT . Mrs. Ruby Ronde polls a USF student for Gallup
juniors, and seniors included
sophomores,
25
of
asked
tions
and
supported
are
said schools
their major, whether they smoke· or drink, the best age at
financed alike " regardless of
which t-0 marry, clothes preference, and church attendance.
where the school is."
Dr. Shelton said that " It
.
now does not appear that the
high school preparation of Negroes is adequate for the University system.
. "A smaller percentage of
Negro students pass the 12th
grade placement exams than
istrar, said the report must be
white students. This is due
By LESLIE TAYLOR
partially to education and to
ubmitted each fall. Last fall,
s
Staff Writ.er
the fact that _we don't start
the report could be made with
Did you know that ther e are a sampling of questionnaires.
the formal education process
early enough," Shelton said. 387 American Indians enrolled This year , he said, there must
He suggsted that all pupils be at USF?
be about 95 per cent response.
At least, that is what those
started in school at three or
The anonymous questionpeople indicated on the Civil naire asks for a person's prefour years of age.
Rights questionnaire distribut- dominant ethnic ·background.
HE SAID the reasons for
ed at Quarter III registration. Arnerican Indian, American
the small ratio of Negroes in
J ames Lucas, assistant reg- Negro, Oriental American,
the University population are
istrar, said that inaccurate re- Spanish American, foreign
"great, complex and intersponses on the questionnaire student and other are the
mixed, but apply to 'a ny stuwere creating a · problem .for choices . '
dent in the disadvantaged
the Registrar's Office.
Brooks said that · certain
areas regardless of race."
yea rly re· groups which have encounUSF m ust file
Last year, $58 million bond
issue was vetoed by the Hills- port with the Department of · tered difficulty are siilgled
borough County voters .and Health, Education and Welfare out, and that the rest, incTudtoday there is talk of another to prove compliance with ing American Caucasians are
bond vote for next November. Title VI of the 1964 Civil grouped into the category
" other."
Of the defeated issue, Shel- · Rights Act.
The questionl'laire also asks
satisfactorily
cannot
F
US.
If
ton said, "It put us another
year behiitd. I am sure, if the prove t h a t it . is non- for information concerning fi.
next bond issue passes, it will discriminatory, it could lose nancial aid and residence.
It will be distributed again
have good effect throughout all federal grants and money,
Quarter IV registration,
at
said.
Lucas
espebut
the city's schools,
said.
Brooks
regCecil Brooks, assistant
cially in low economic areas. "

Gallup Polls USF

- Indians

American
Enrolled -At USF?

Our expert dry cleaning keeps
your clothes looking fresh as the first ·
blossoms and keeps you confident
about your appearance. Spring, summer ,clothes come backio life arid look
like new.
DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS

NORTHSIDE CLEANERS

13 I 61 Florid~ Ave. at Fletcher .
••Barely A Stone's Throw frpm ~Campus"

record and also be put on
probation by the University.
. THERE ARE innumerable
places near USF where stu·
dents can buy ice and it is
also sold on-campus in the
University Center C o f f e e
Shop, Andros Coffee Shop and
Andros Cafeteria .

HENRY'S

Package Store
Slightly used golf balls
30c & SOc ea.
,,.
COLDEST BEER
IN TOWN

..

·~~/
G!,,,, ..
LTD.

Si.Peter~~ -

1546 S. Dale Mabry
255-6681 •

12309 Nebraska Ave.
(Just A Little N. of Fowler}
OPEN 10 A.M. • 12 P.M.

ca.ttf

Marcia Monk, 3PSY, Marsha
Stelbasky, 3ACC, Nancy Stewarf, 3EDE, Anita Thompson,
3EDE, Peter Wegner, 2CBS.

-

~

- -.......~T!

Nancy . Fishinger, 4EDP,
Pamela Fram, 3ENE, Cynthia
Frowert, 3HUM, Margaret Jacobs, 3PSY, Jeffrey Cohen,
4DSS, Ray Joelson, 3CBS, Stephen Bloom, 3CBS, Gre~ory
Ervin, lCBS, George Mitchell,
4ENS, Dennis A. Myers, ·
.
3CBS.

T., .... ,

.

When your breath
is screaming

. .
whisPer
"lV

. -

..._,...,. ......

ATYOUR
DRUGSTOR~ ONLY

FRESH, SPICY FLAVOR OBLITERATES ANTl·SOCIALISM.
250 SQUIRTS, NOT JUST 200.
USED.BY DENTISTS.

- Chevrolet$ ~I savings bonus . .
now acids more value to cars already giving you the most.

•

At Riverfronf

Ill •

' Something·new to wear under

the sun ••• ~e sundress with

PROCESSING BY

it's own lmilt·in bra, in fun.

Kodak

colored, slightly mad prints!

r--~~--,

By Mindy Malone, 5-13, at

_12.00, in Maas Junior Dresses,

West Shore Plaza, Downtown

I
I · FROM
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I
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and North Gate.

PRINTS
·
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TERRACE
CAMERA ·sHOP
FLORIDA -
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Family Day

look
'Ihe
,,,
. '" skin-out
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Spending 150 days in jail or
being fined $300 is a high
price to pay fo r a 25-cent
bucket of ice, but it's the
price two USF students almost had to pay for stealing
ice from the Holiday Inn ' on
Fowler Avenue .
George Courtner , owner of
the Holiday Inn , said he's had
a problem with young people
stealing ice ever since the
motel opened two years ago.
"We have to put a stop to
this," Courtner said. " There's
never any ice for our guests,
which means we either have
to buy some mor e or get some
from another source.''
MOST STUDE NTS don't realize the seriousness of this
incident ; stealing ite is considered a petty larceny misdemeanor.
Courtner did not press

charges. However, the young
men were taken to the ·police
station and they are now on
probation.
If the students had been
convicted of petty theft, they
would not only have a police
record, but they would lose
some of their righ~ as free citizens. For example, they
could have difficulty obtaining
a job as a result of a police

:seniors ·p1a·n Gamma Hall First
·Tournament With 2.495 GPR

Your color film ieserve:

~

By MARILYN MUNYER
Staff Write r

a

The Senior Class announced
Gamma Hall received the
activities for the quarter will
place awar d for academfirst
begin with a golf tournament
for Quarter II
achievement
.
ic
at the Brahman course May
The sec~
average.
2.495
a
with
18 between the seniors and
to
went
award
place
ond'
· faculty. Trophies will be
Lambda Hall with a 2.264.
awarded.
Harris Dean, vice president
The annual senior-faculty
Affairs, made
softball game will be May 25. for Academic
a t a buffet
presentations
the
The seniors, who won last
Wednesday.
last
dinner
year 11-9, will try to capture
Recognition was also given to
the trophy again. The game
will be on· the softball_fields the following men and women
resident hall students who
with no admission charged.
The Senior Satire will be achieved a 4.0 GPR for 12
scheduled for some time near hours or more of academic
the end of May. An exact date work during Quarter II:
Keith Allchin, 2CBS, Aydin
has not yet been announced.
Any seniors inte~ested in help- · Bilgin, OTRTO, R i c h a r d
ing with the play's production Campbell, GEDE, RiC'hard
should call the Office of Stu- Detuccio, 4 MOD, David Holdent Organizations, ext. 615. lis, 3CBS, Jerome Keeton,
4CHM, Timo Konstari, 3PSY,
Richard Maas, 2CBS.
Richard Robinson, 3HTY,
Carol Kent, 4EDE, Kathleen
Kessler, 3EDE, C a r o I y n
Kirby, 4ED;E, Lee Berryhill,
3EDE, Jolene Smith, 4EDE,
Mara Spencer, 2CBS, Gregory
Comnes Jr., 2CBS, James
McMullen, 4SPA, Betty Anderson, 6SPE.
Pamela Johnson, lCBS, JuWORLD'S SMALLEST
dith Snow, 6UNA, Steven Per3SMM
. FULL FRAME
mut, 6 UNA, George Young,
CDS MATCH·NEEDLE EXPOSURE
3CBS, Diana Featherstone;
FEATURE LOADED
4EDE, Kathryn J oh n s o n,
EASY TO OPERATE
lCBS, Ingrid Kohler, 6ENG,
Select Haw- Bud~et Terms

I

25c Theft Nearly
Proves Expensive

temp.le Terrace Plaza

A Family Day in May will
be 'for s taff, faculty and married students and their children May 11 from 1 to 4 p.m.
at USF Riverfront Park.
Various contests will include a fishi ng contest with
prizes for the larges t fish,
smallest fish, and ugliest fish.
Poles and bait will be fur- ·
nished.
Kite flying and fingerpainting will be included in the festivities.
At 2 p.m., there will be
rel ay races for different. age
groups.' Prizes will be given in
each age group for winner
and runner-up.
Two Duces and Two Dots
will be the entertainment. A
hillbilly comedy a ct by the
Dick Block Family is planned.
~efreshments will be sold.

IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE

Anyone con offer you just about
a nythin g with a· fancy paint job,
special tri m, a few gad~ets, and
co ll it a "sole." But see what your
Chevrolet dea ler is coming up with
during. his '68 Savings Explo!
Check these Bonus Savings Plans.
1. Any Chevrolet or Chevelle with

200-hp Turbo.fire VB, Powerglide
and whitewalls.
2. Any Chevro let or Chevelle with
250-hp Tu rbo-Fire VS, Powerglide
and whitewalls.
3. Any· regular Chevrolet with 250·
hp Turbo-Fire VB, Turbo Hydra·
Motil; and whitewalls.

4. Now, for the first time ever, big
savings on power disc brakes and
power steering when you buy any
Chevrolet or Chevelle VS.
5. Buy any Chevrolet or Chevelle
VB 2- or 4·door hardtop-save on
vinyl top, electric clock, wheel
covers and appearance guard ite_ms.

,·

IN 1-M TRACK

'Netters Swat Dade
Twice, Now 11-3

ATC Runs

.

Siegel, his performance could
harGJy be called poor - Sieger was National Junior College Singles runner-up last
year and is a favorite for the
national title this season.

South Floridp.'s top tennis
player lost twice last weekend, but everyone else won as
the Brahmans crushed Miami
Dade North Junfor College 7-2
Friday and 6-1 Saturday on
the USF courts.

Siegel defeated Barrett 6-3,
6-3
Friday afternoon, then
The win was the seventh
straight for the men, who now came back the next day to
win 6-2, 6-1. He also teamed
have a 11-3 record.
with Howie Finestone to win
Although No. 1 Brahman ·
Tim Barrett dropped both his the doubles from Barrett and
contests with Dade's Steve Herb Yohner 6-3, 4-6, 7-5, but

PARENTS!

.2J#cf°""'

·Jost by default Saturday when
Finestone developed a blister
on his foot and was unable to
play.
But those three matches
were all the j3rahmans lost as
Dick Martin, Dan Perkins and
Jim -Rinehart won on both
days. Martin and Rinehart
teamed up to win both their
doubles matches.

Also on Saturday, Mike
.Saine defeated Doug Rubel,
6-1, 6-2, Yohner cruse d
Charles Thomas, 6-0, 6-0, and
Saine and Perkins beat Rubel
and William Litlejohn in
doubles, 6-2, 6-1.

ATO piled up 80 ~ points
to run away from Phi Delta
Theta, who had 45. Defend-

P'holo by John Calderazzo·

Brown won the 100 and 220
yard dashes handily Saturday
morning and ,set meet records
in both. He streaked to a 10.0
clocking in the 100 and ran
the longer race in 23.1. He
came back later in the day to
anchor ATO's 880 relay team

"The Vicious Circle" sports
car rallye, sponsored by the
USF Sports Car Club, lived up
to its name April 27 when only
32 of the 58 starters CQmpleted
the course.

The Last Stride
An exhausted Harry Afbertson of TEP crosses the fi,nish line
in first place in his heat of the 440 yard dash Saturday. Albertson's victory helped TEP place second in the Green Di·
vision of the three-day intramural track and field meet.

First place was captured by
Jim Bradley and Lan Vavara
in an MG-B. In second place
were Mike Lachance and
Charles Miller, and in third
place, Ron and Linda Swiger.
. Lambda Chi Alpha team
grabbed the first place team
trophy.
The "booby prize" was
awarded to Ronnie Love and

/

Saturday at 2 p_.m., at USF
the netters play for the last
time this season against Jacksonville University, a team
that beat USF three times)ast
year.

JAY'S

ing champion Sigma Alpha Epsilon placed third with 36.

USF Zips Presbyterian;
Splits With Jacksonville

t4ii-=•;;;;~
No imported car is foreign to us.
Jay's is the closest imported, car shop to USF.

OPEN 9.5

By JOHN JOLINSKI

Phone 932· 1559

Sports Writer
South Florida's baseball
team assured itself of a win-

YOHNER
. • . blanked opponent

to victory.
Perhaps the outstanding
performer of the meet was
Paul Spector of Beta Dorm,
who won his 440 race in 52.8
and soared a record 23'3" in
the long jump.

TEMPLE TERRACE FLORIST

Bradley Tops Rallye

On Friday Larry Bell defeated Thomas, 6-0, 6-1. ·

DAY NURSERY And KINDERGARTEN
Between Fletcher & Fowler Ave.
13202 15th St.
Phone 935-5107

IMPORTS ONLY
10701 N. Nebraska

Troy Brown's three sprint
wins led Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity to an easy victory
in the Gold Division of the ·annual Intramural track and
field meet, Thursday through
Saturday, at the USF track.

Away

cause by knocking out two
hits.
·
USF grabbed an early lead,
when in the first inning,
McGary scored on a sacrifice
fly by Huff.

Tommy Fann in a Porsche.
The 92.5 mile course, designed by rallyemaster Glen
Moore, took the shape of three
large circles which wove
through Antioch, Thonotosassa, Mango, Dover, Valrico,
Sydney, and Limona.
The trophies were awarded
at a gathering after the rallye
at Shakey's Pizza Parlor on
Florida Avenue.

FLOWERS FOR
All OCCASIONS .
PH. 988-5010
Temple Terrace Florist
8912 • 56th St.

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
Special Bus for USF
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LEAVES for USF
Administration Bldg. at
8:15 A.M.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M.

Birdsong M~f;';;·i~~:·"'~

has never beaten the Tars.
The first game will be
played here at 2 p.m. Friday,
while the season's finale is set

TERn " ·CE

for 2 p.m. Saturday at Rollins.
ning season by taking two of
three games last weekend
1'ri:
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~
·
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7 0 ty
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the
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000 104 000- s Sch"ger lb
4 l l 1
0 0 0 0
and Art. Ulmer singled.
USF
4 o o o Fite rf
200 002 sox-12 Jol'nski rf
Fry lb
J 0 l 0
Macki was effective for the
E- Ulmer, McCall; DP-USF.
Carreno P 3 1 2 0 Mosler
ss J 0-1 O
'
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first five innin~ before tiring Glaize.
· Soror!IY League

(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

FROM THE HALLS OF PROTOZOA
This column, normally a treasure house of twinkly quips
and slapdash japery, has now been appearing in your
campus newspaper for fourteen years, and if .I have
learned one thing in these fourteen Jong years, it is not to
try to be funny in the last column of the semester. With
final exams looming obscenely close, you don't want jokes;
you want help; .
.
;
.So today, foregoing levity, I give you a quick cram
ft, course in the subject you are all flunking. I refer, of
·,, course, to-)1iology.
,
·
: ~ Biology is divided into several phylla, or classes. First
'! is the protozoa, or one-celled animal. Protozoa can be
: taught simple things like bringing in the newspaper, but
"i: when shopping for pets it is best to look for animals with
:: at least two cells, or even four .if your yard has a fence
around it.
·
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The makers of Personna, The Electro-Coated blade,
ha11e enjoyed bringing you another year of Old Mtu.
Fr11m ua too, aloha.
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and Big CAT

losing pitcher Steve Moates
and reliever Lenny Carey for
eight runs and seven · hits in
· . the seventh. Glaize opened the
.inning with a single and
scored . on McGary's second
· · double. Huff greeted reliever
Carey with a run-producing
single. Heykens walked, and
Buzzella singled, loading the
bases.
Jeslis Garcia singled in two
runs, then scored himself on
two successive throwing errors. Glaize followed with an
inside-the-park homerun after
Fischer singled.
In the Jacksonville game
Saturday, the B r a h m a n s
jumped to a 2-0 lead in the
first two innings, but failed to
hold as Jacksonville went on
to win 6-3 behind Rich Mehlich.
JN THE TWO-GAME series,
·catcher Garcia' threw out Bill
Kapp, the nation 's leading
base stealer last year, in
three of four attempts. Ron
Huff's 16 game hitting streak,
however, was snapped as
Mehlich held the Brahmans
hitless from the sixth inning
on. ·
Pitcher Jerry Carreno
starred for .the Brahmans in
the 10-0 win over Florida
Presbyterian College in the
second half of the doubleheader. Carreno picked up his sec:ond victory against one setback and helped his own

M~~;;s~~"~~i~~zell~~aize, Kapp; S- Totals 27 10 7 4
Tolals 30 o a o
H R ER BB SO Fla. Pres.
000 000 0- 0
IP
3
3 3 4 USF
101 062 x-10
~i~~~i
~
~ 2 2 0 l E-U lmer, Buzzella. Brimm, Fry, Mos·oiaz CWI
~ _ o o o o l ler, Williams (2), Watson .
Moates (L)
a 13 7
6. 6 3 0
SB-Miguel, Ulmer, Buzzella; 5- I.
carey
J.J 7 6 6 o o Zimmerman.
Va~g~~t~~nes
cbi~;); 0 SiP.!!.Mo~les~ Carreno (WI '· 'i6 _1_1_o_•_s_
~ ~ E~ B~ SI~1
P_i_ve_c._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _R_h_oa_de_s_c_L_l_ _ _
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in the sixth and giving way to
R ay Piv eC .
'
The Dolphins scored a run
in the fourth on two walks, a
stolen base and a line single
to cut USF's lead to 2-1.
JACKSONVILLE W E N T
ahead, 5_;2, in tlie sixth when
the Dolphins tagged Macki for
two runs on a walk, two singles, and a wild pitch.
The Brahmans- jumped on
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Another popular class of animals is the periphera-a
shadowy category that borders often on the vegetable.
Take, for example, the sponge. The sponge is definitely
animal. Thewash~cloth,on the other hand; is definitelynot.
Next we come to the arthropoda, or insects. Most people
.find insects unattractive, but actually there is exquisite
beauty in the insect world if you trouble to look. Take, for
instance, the lovely insect , poems of William Cullen
Sigafoos-Tumbling Along wit!'- the Tumbling.,·Tumblebug
and Fly Gently, Sweet Aphid and Gnats 'ltfy Mother
Caught Me. Mr.' Sigafoos, alas, })as been inactive since the
~- invention of DDT.
-. .. Our next category is the mollusca-lobsters, shrimp, and·
. the like. Lobsters are. generally found under rocky projec.. tions on' the ocean bottom.' Shrimps are generally found in
:.~ a circle around a small bowl containing cocktail sauce.
~;":Pe?'llonna Super Stainless Steel Blades are generally
·•• .iound at any counter where ·personna Super Staihless
Steel Blades are sold.
· I mention Personna Blades because-the make?'ll of Per,BOnna Blades pay me to write this columri, and they are·
' inclined to get edgy if I neglect to mention their product.
... "Some get double edgy and some single, for Personna
·~ Blades come both in double edge style and Injector style.
.
Mind you, it. is no burden for me to mention Personna,
_. for it is a blade that shaves quickly and cleanly, slickly and
' Jceenly, scratchlessly and matchlessly. It is a distinct pleas.. ·ure to shave with Personna Blades and to write about
them but sometimes, I confess, I find it difficult to work
the commercial into a column. Some years ago, for example, I had the devil's own time working a Personna plug
into a column about Alexander-the Great. The way I finally
managed it was to have Alexander say to the Oracle at
Delphi, "Oracle, I have tasted all the world's pleasures,
yet I am not content. Somehow I know there is a joy I hav,e
missed." To which the Oracle replied; "Yes, Alexander,
there is such a joy-namely Perspnna Bl.a des-but, alas for
you, they will not be invented for another 2500 years."
Whereupon Alexander fell into such. a fit of weeping that
Zeus finally took pity and turned him into a hydrant •••
Well sir, there is no question I sold a lot of Personnas with
this ingenious commercial, but the gang down at the
American Academy of Arts and Letters gave me a ·mighty
good razzing, you may be sure.
· But I digrE:ss. Back to biology and the most advanced
'phyllum of all-the chordata, or-vertebrates. There are
two kinds of vertebrates: those with vertical backbones
and those with'horizontaL Generally it is easy to teµ them
' apart. A fish, for instance, has a horizontal backbone, and
· a man has a vertical backbone. But what if you run into
a fish that swims upright or a man who never gets out of
the sack? How do you tell them apart? Science struggled
with this sticky .question for year& before Sigafoos of
M.I.'I! came up with his brilliant solution: offer the creature a pack of Personna Blades. If it is a fish, it will refuse.
If it is homo sapfons, it will accept-and the more sapient,
the quicker.
,
And now you know biology. And now, for the fourteenth
time; aloha.

and cu t •fate liquors
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Favors To Read
Negro Poetry
The USF English Club will
present a reading of contemporary Negro poetry by Otha
Favors, 3FRE, in University
Center 251, Monday at 8 p.m.
Favors will read selections
from Le Roi Jones, Sam Cornish and others.
·

. SANDAL~

sHQ.P

SANDALS
BAGS
BELTS

$14 up 1· BILLFOLDS
$1Q up VESTS
$3.50 up HAIRPIECES

COME SEE

us AT

306 N. DALE MABRY

I

$8 up
$25 U,P
$1.50

ALL ITEMS MA!>E TO ORDER

Phone 877-5983

II

FINANCIAL ~~$with a CHECKING ACCOUNT!
Your records of where your income goes will be

ABANK LOAN
CAN HElPI

truly "high-fidelity" when you start paying bills
with checks drawn on us. You'll have made·on-thespot notations of expenditures (your checkbook
stubs); sure receipts (your automatically-returned
cancelled checks); a double-check on your "bookkeeping" accuracy (your statement of account).

CJ1

Why not open that checking account
/ with us this 111onth?

/. ort/uule fiank
o{ Vampa
The "Good Neighbor" Bonk

10050 FLORIDA AVENUE
PHONE 935·1111

Member F. D.l.C.

Swamped by bills?

~et

us bail you

out with a low-cost bank loan to
cover all those debts-and leave you
with iust

o~e

convenient

paym~nt,

tailored to suit your budget. Come
in and talk it over with us today!
There's A Bank Loan
For Every Ne.ed At

*-EXCHANGE BANK
9385 - 56th St.

988-1112

Member

FDIC
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Formal Tops

Best

ZBTWeek
April 'Zl, ·tl)e brothers of
Zeta Beta Tau- were invited to
a reception of the fraternity
alumiii in Tampa.
The· annual Blue and Bold
Formal was at the SheratonTampa, Friday night _Brothers and their - dates dined to
the music of strolling violins
and danced· to the music ·of· a
six-piece .orchestra.
.
The weekend ended. Sunday·
afternoon-with a luncheon.
zeta Beta Tau fraternity
will have their nationalizaqon
cererµimies in the fall ..

2 sleeping rooms, .connecting
- - - - - - - - - - - bath. $7 weekly ea. Ph. 254-1904
Chevy II, 1963, convertible; ra- or 236-2621.
·
dio, heatet", power steering, $450. 5 FOR SALE
Harvey Lindenbaum, Alpha 120,
•
Ext. 2301, after 6
S....c...,.h-oo-:l-:an--,dc--d-:-a-:te-wa-r-;-dr-:o-;-b-e.-Q:::-ua::-;-1ity clothes, good condition. SiZj!s
:; and 7. By owner. 884-2002.
3. FOR RENT
Rooms fol" rent in private home. 7. HELP WANTED
Upper level male students. - - - - - - - - - - Phone 988-4645 or 839-1636
College Soph or Jr. to care fol"
2 children <6 and 8) all summ~r.
9 hrs pe• day, 5 days per week.
Prefer Ed. · major, · Spanish
speaking. Call 988-1277 ·

R~gular ·cAT

Offers Suggestions
By JOY EASTMAN .
Stall Writer

11. WANTED

Wanted: 2 female roommates
immediately t o share Mar-Jo
apt. Call 9~2137, 4-6pm
DRIVER and PARTNER needed
for Summer work in Mass. (Fe~
male) for more information call
-

Alpha Omega

Mus'c -Society
Founded Here

Carolyn: 932-0974

Alpha Mu Omega .(AMO)
fraternity, professional music
fraternity for male ·music majors and men studying music
privately through the University, has been formed at USF.
The fraternity pliins to petition to become a chapter. of
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia · Fraternity, tlie national. music
fraternity, during fall quarter.
The officers Of. AMO· are .
James Riddie, 2CB, president,
D_eaii Page, 3CB, vice ·president, Richard McCullough,
· lCB, secr~tary, Donald Pyle,
3CB, treasurer. Faculty advis·
er is -Everett Anderson, pro.fessor of music. ·
The purpose of AMO is to ·
advance the cause of music in ·
America and to foster the mu'
tual welfare ahd brotherhood
of students -~f music,

TERM PAPERS
MANUSCRIPTS

TYPE

.3 years exl)erience
In term paper typin11
40c per page·

Ph 935-5286
ASK FOR JOAN'

"" Placed erid
to end,
th_e
' '
.
penicillin vials shipped by
UNICEF would cover a distance over 10 times the length
of the Panama Canal.
. 1" Over 400 million persons
suffer from traclioma: For 10
cents, UNICEF 'provi!ies t~
antil;liotics to' save one oI
them from blindness. ·

History ·,Nam~s
Ne~, · Chairman
Dr. Martin Abbott, chairman of the· _History Depart,ment
Oglethor~~ Uni:;er~i- .
ty, has been appointed chairman of. USF's History Department ·begirining Sept. 1.
.
Abbott specializes in · the
Civil War and recent periods
.· of_American History. He has
' published a .book;on the stuciy
of the Freedman's Bureau.

and Big ~AT

at

'
JanefHotard, USF's best
dressed girl, emph0Sizes
neatness and naturaless in
a well dressed girl. · She'
feels a girl should be well ·
groomed, .with an eye for '
fashion and that it is vital
for · a girl to be aware of
her appearance at all
times.
Janet commented that a
girl is judged by first impressions and her personality may be revealed in her
overall appearance.
·
"Men are impressed by
a neat, well groomed, girl
who shows good taste in
her clothes," Janet sai~.
When buying a dress,
Janet first checks her closet
to make sure of what she
,· really needs, . then looks for ·
a well made dress of quality material.
"The aress has got to dd .
something for me .· - be
·, me," Janet,·said.
"A . iiri shoµid always
keep 'up With th~ current
treqds but, shoUldn't . fall
'
ihto th;e paths.oHad· follow·ers/'
addeg. . .
Janet pte{~rs · simply tai~
clqthe~. with Jew .ac,
quet was held April 28 at the · . lored
ces5orfos. ·
- · · · · · ··
Sweden House from 7-~-, p.m.
Guest speaker for the evening
When-!lske\], about today's
styles she said she does'n't
· was the TKE province superlike the extremes such as
visor, Dan Laird.
micro-mini or the midi
At this time Scott.Christianskirts. She does like bright
sen, !CBS, was given the Best
colors, short s~rts, simple .
Pledge Award.
styles, the n~w more feminine lines in· dresses, the
The -quarterly football game
small pocketbooW>, and the
between pledges and brothers
low 'heeled shoes.
will be held ori May 19.

Marks First Year
: 'Tau : Kappa Epsilon celebrated itS first anniversary at
U~F on April 27 -and 28. The
weekend began on Saturday
with s_wimming, skiing, and

. football games at La k-e
Magdeline. A cook-out f~l
lowed later in the afternoon.
That night a dance was held
at The Barn with music :supplied by the Herterogeneous
G '
·
roup,
·
. ·
The Commemorative Ban-

By JULIE WILSON
. communication and underSt.all Writer
. standing. lie said neither Ne-·
mu"scles aren't
: : ··'.The ~ici~ situation is an groes nor whites alone could
the racial problems, and
mandatory lo buy olir~ life, ~ ' ·~erican : prol:!~em. which solve
.insurance; But our poricyown- ; ; must haye an American solu- both groups must understand
one another before they could
·ers ~ in great shape. Physi-~ : . ~ion.
.
cally and financially. They live · : ' This . waif the . dominant work together. ·
. long~r and. t~eir insurance · ~ theme _stressed . by Robert
IN RESPONSE to a ques.costs less. Fmg ·out about the_ '. G. il de r, ·.,·president of the tion concerning the main
other important "differences" . · ·
:': - · .'
..
. . . Tampa chapter of the problem in Tampa, Gilder an~
an d what 1hey mean 10 you. ·· NAACP, · "when · he fielded swered, "Antinori." The class
NORTHWEsTERN MUTUAL LIFE .. questions from a behavioral responded with applause.
• MILWAUKEE
: science-·Class)ast Wednesd!lY· .
"And that's the main prob"l
There !! ~ differe~e • .. . After being introduced by
le~ in ihe United States. Pol...- - - - - · 111d the differences~ Manuel . Vega, assistant proiticians · have played people
fessor, Exceptional Children against people," he continued. ·
ALAN
· · Center, . Gilder . said. he was - . Answering a variety of ·
3315 Henderson Blvd.
glad to" be <ibfo to. talk with. questitjns concerning the raPhone 872:7927 · .
the. class bet:ause ;qiany prc;ib· cial situation. Gilder c o n...
·
lems st~~ from a lack of tinued·: ·'
. MILITANCY "I g e t
j u s t · as militant as i't
'.
\
takes. If I can get the job
done by being· nice, I'll be
. nice. ,If I have to be nasty, I'll
_be nasty. Unfortunately, only
the bad things . come out in
newspapers · and on television.
"Negro youth -is not going to
take what I took. I take less
than my granddaddy and so
on down the line," he said.
"If you were a Negro you
would ·probably be dead •be. cause you wouldn't put up.
with what Negro~s have to
take," he said.
RIOTS - GILVER said he ·.
;i

!

N-M--L-.1

KAY

.ACTION.

al<)llg with dress, is ver'j"
·essential to a well dressed: ~
girl. She prefers little ·
make-up - just foundation;:-;
powder, blush-cin, mascara;"
and a pale lipstick. 1
_,,.
Plans for Janet include a ·
June 1969 graduation artd
t e a c h i n g in secondary:.
schools.
_,.

NORT-HGATE
SHOPPING
CENTER

.ALLSTATE

.Phone ·9 32.4337
LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE

For Faculty and Students
_, - p l u s - SR 22's filed.
Located Next to Kirby's Northgate

.T~u- · Kappa Epsilo~

She likes to see big ear,
rings on other girls . but
says, ':I look like a gypsy .
· wearing them."

On May 25 the Final Blast
will be held ip. the Trowel
Trades Building.

•·

..--

~ ~-

:..

FLA. AVE.'& FOWLER

Phone 935-816,8

Tryanew .

tradition with
plenty of style
You're a traditionalist
at heart. But,-1here
are times when you
want 1o up"date your
fashion image. Try a
Cricketeer Shirt·
weight Classic
sportcoat in a neat
Fortrel* polyester
and 'cotton blend •
...Getthis-i!llporlant
.
· new pelferned spbrt• ~/ . · '-~ •1
-coatand·acldapair. . : · .>:; .
I of Cricketeer twill
· ' · ·.' j. .
weave slacks for a .. ~" .
:? ( '..~' .
suped~_ coo.rdm11,ted· · • :,
! : "'·'·-1;;,,.
lookth:atgiy:esyou a
/ ' .... 'I/\'·
new look-wtth a . ,
· ·
!. ::r
traditioni -It's natural,
+j
l '

coul_d not condone looting and
burning, and those who. rio.teljl
in Tampa had gained .notl,ting.
He ,said the mass media had
used the racw' situation
. .. .
.
economic gajn and did not ai- .
Shirtweight
Classics
ways tell :things ·as they really .
Sportcoat
were .
Softe~ Your
He said }]e· hoped there •
$39.95
would not be a "hot summer" ; ·
Sprin~ .Loo~
in Tampa this year. ''If we · .·
S,e e
c,"
can cool things now, we . c:an
avoid a hot summer," he said. ;
Education - Hillsborough ,
County, he said, is advanced
in comparison with the rest pf
the South, but there haS peen
MWN'S WWAN
only 13 per cent integration.
Beauty Salon &' Wig Center
Fletcher Ave. at 22nd St.
He also said. that 98.5 per ·cent
11oi S. Da_le Mabry and Northgate
By Appointment 935·1400
of the students who graduate .
from predominately Negro ~====~=======~~=::::-=....:._..:..:=2...-==~==----=~=:::.::.-=::::::::::=~
schools are unable to pass senior placement t_ests ..

.

for .

~

:NEGRO ECONOMICS
"You hear · people say the
Negro should pull himself up . :
by his bootstraps. i tell you the
' Negro doesn't have · any :
boots."
_
Attitudes - "We don't trust
you. I personally accept people as individuals, but the a:verage Negro in the. ghetto
does not trust white people."
Federal Intervention . - "I
believe v~ry strongly in people governing themselves and
in·states' rights. But I also believe states should · do right. u

Starting the day
without .reading
The St. Petersburg Times
is like eating
an egg without salt.
Flat./ ·
Season your day with up-to-the-mjnute
· news, lively features, provocative editorials and columnists.

COMING.

.And Andy Capp.

,
'

IN NEXT WEEK'S

.

You can have The St. Petersburg
Times delivered to your home in '
the Tampa area before breakfast
every morning. Phone 229-2300 for ·
guaranteed home delivery. Only
65c a _week, daily a.pd Sunday.

Meds ·exclusive·desigri;.gives you tflis extra security; an outer layer of larger fibers to absorb
faster, blended with ari ·inner layer of.tiny fibers
~o sto{e more, longer.
'

Comes In the tir'stgentte;flexlble plastic applicator.

ORACLE MAGAZINE-.
·Th.e Stcirt of Something Big

' '

Sewing and Costume
Supplies
Millinerv and Needle
Point

sne

·;'Communications' Lag
~\_____,..Cijuses RaEe PrOhlerns

/

Janet feels that today's
fashions are . very indicative of today's world ·views
and coinmented, '·'Our age
has ushered in a , new era
of expressions through
fashion, music ·and morality
which is both good . .and
creative."
Janet says that m~ke-up,

GREE~ -- BEAT

11

~

·Dressed · Girl

For saml)le box of 10,

~nd

10¢ to Meds, Bo>i: 10-S,

Milltown, N.J. 08850. Ind icate_Rei;ularor Super,

"4EDSAN.O MOOE SS A"C f'IAOtHA•KS
OF PERSONAL PRODUCTS GOMPAH'I"

Children- ~Casters · Show
Rocks. To Full House
.

By MAXINE KAMIN
Assistant Fine Arts ·Editor

"Can we have it again tomorrow?" pleaded youngsters at
The Children's Home Inc. after the final performance of
"Greensleeves' Magic" was given April 27.
Directed by A. Joseph Argenio, 4TAR, "Greensleeves" is a
children's play performed on campus Quarter I and later taken
to Hillsborough County Colored Juvenile Home and Hillsborough County White Juvenile Hrune. It was sponsored by Bay
Players.
" It is important to expose children to theatre during that
period of their life when their minds and spirits are open and
willing to accept the art and make it a part of their lives," Argenio said.
THE CHILDREN'S HOME INC. is a new establishment for
wards of the state. It was set up "for the- care of children
whose parents or guardians have proven themselves incapable
of bringing them up," explained Steve Budimer, superintendent.
Argenio when he heard about the home, called Budimer and
made arrangements to do "Greensleeves" on a Saturday afternoon.
Three days before show time, there was a change in the
original cast. Sherry Ahlin took the part of Queen, John Greco
· played Fitzsneese, Sue Lunny played the Grand Duchess, and
Tom Hughes played the Farmer.
/

'Facade' By Mox Yavne
,,: ~

... photographic mt

~l

GUGGENHEIM
FELLOWS
..
'-··

,-. Photo Exhibit Opens
1

· Guggenheim Fellows In
Photography, a traveling ex-

hibition of 130 selections from The Guggenheim Memorial
the work of 29 recipients of . Foundation decided in 1937 to
The John Simon Guggenheim recognize a photographer as a
Memorial Foundation Fellow- creative artist. and awarded a
ships in Photography, opens Fellowship to Edward Weston.
today in the Library Gallery Since then the Fellowship has
and will be there through May been awarded to over 30 pho29.
tographers.
Selected by Sol Mednick, di"This . exhibition gathers torector of the Photography De- gether, for the firsf time anypartment at the Philadelphia
College of Art, the exhibition where, samples of the work of
is circulating throughout the those Fellows-selected for outUnited States under the aus- standing excellence in the
pices of The American Feder- field of photography. It is an
ation of Arts.
extraordinary cross section of
Among the names included photograpqy in · A m e r i c a
in the exhibition are Ansel today.
Adams, Bruce Davidson, Robert Frank, Dorothea Lange,
Lisette Model, Homer Page,
Eliot Porter, G. E. Kidder
Smith, John Szarkowski and
Todd Webb.
Beaumont Newhall, director
of The George Eastman
·"Snow White" will be pre· House, said, "It was a great
sented
as a Readers' Theatre
day for photography when
" production in. the Speech Department's Coffee H a us e
today at 2 p.m.
However, the version is a
little removed from the Walt
. Disney cinema and Little
Golden Book story. Donald
Barthelme has done the reV(l.mping and Frank Galati,
speech instructor, is doing the
directing. The cast is humOJlasks ~" to call or co.me to
gous.

PREVIOUSLY PAM DAMERON, Robert Preston Stoner,
and Vernon Keiser played these parts, respectively. Other commitments prevented them from doing the final show.
. Despite the late change, the show went beautifully. The
kids were enthralled by the performance, staring wide-eyed at
the Queen ("isn't she pretty?") and at Greensleeves ("Do you
think he could teach ME to sing?").
Joseph John D'Esposito played Greensleeves.
Other members of the cast included Cherry Mcintyre, Nita
Laka,. John Ryan, Jack Perez and Heidi Haughee. Sue Stockton
did make-up.
AFTER THE GRAND Duchess vanished in a poof · of
. smoke and .the play happily ended, the children surrounded
Greensleeves, pulling at his costume, begging for autographs,
and chanting "sing for us."
John English wrote the music for the production and
played the flute while Rodney Keiser accompanied on the
piano.
SUSAN STRANDBERG, technical director, could not be
there. In the other shows, she was :responsible for sets, lights;
and costumes. Ellie Methvin, h?r assistant, took care of the details for the Children's Home show.
"It was one of the most rewarding experiences of my life,"
Argenio sa·id.

'Snow White' Slinks Into
Speech Production Today

World T~~vel
Center
FOR TICKETS
AND RESERVATIONS
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v Tours
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·No SERVICE

CHARGE

PHONE 877-9566

Johnny It. Adcock.
Jack F. Newkirk
Allcock-Moore Agency
Suite 206
Mariner Building
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Tampa, Florida 33609
Tel: 877-8391

_

Anytim_e

GERMANY'S
FINER CAR
IMPORTS INC.
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3652 Cypress Tam.Pa, Fla.

Ph. 872-8459
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~HAVE A

PIZZA HUT

"Vile Bodies," a novel by
Evelyn Waugh, will be presented by the Speech Department as a Chamber Theatre
production May 17 and 18 at
8 p.m. ·in ·the Business Adminstration Auditorium.
Direct_ed ·by Sharla Heck,
graci'uate teaching' assistant,
and produced by Frank Galati, speech instructor, the
cast includes: Sherrie Ahlin,
The hair is black as ebony,
Janet Findling, Cherry
the skin white as snow."
Jl4cintyre, Karen Spadacene,
Martha Tiller, Mar~ia ZuThe plot thic~ens as the aukowski, Steve Allen, A. Jothor relates that, "Bill is tired
seph Argenio, Ron Colburn
of Snow White. But he cannot
Louis Houk, ·· Jerry Peeler
tell her. No, that would not be George Randolph III and Bill
the way. Bill can't bear to be Reba ch.
touched. That is new, .too. To
"Vile Bodies" contains
have anyone touch him is un- ·
such characters as: Lady
bearable. Not just Snow Fanny Throbbing,
Miss
White, but also (and here we
Mouse, L a d y Metroland
learn that her house-mates
Mrs. Kitty Blackwater, Mrs.
are not Sleepy, Doc, Happy,
Melrose Ape, Lotti Crum~.
etc., but ... ) Keven , EdLord Balcairn, Walter Outward, Hubert Henry, Clem or
rage and a host of Bright
Dan."
·
Young People. The production is free .
In summary: Snow White
fears . . . "Mirrors, Apples,
and Poisoned Combs. "

•
•

·•

Baskin Prints
On Exhibit In
CTR Gallery

DAVE HEINZC

World Travel Center
2624 Hillsboro Plaz:a
Tampa, Florida

Snow White is: "A tall dark
beauty containing a ·great
many beauty spots: one above
the breast, one above the
belly, one above the knee, one
above the ankle, one above ·
the buttock, one on the back
of the neck. All of these are
on the left side, more or Jess
in a row, as you go up and
down:

I

Speech Gr~up
To Present
'Vile Bodies'

An exhibit of original prints
by Leonard Baskin is on display in the University Gallery. The display is sponsored
by the Ferdinand · Roten Galleries of Baltimore. The exhibit will run through May 24.
The exhibition consists of 30
original prints and drawings
and includes woodcuts, woodengravings and etchings representative of Baskin's work
during the past 10 years.
The graphics in this exhibition are for sale at prices
which begin e.t $25.

~]l~1 ~1

Press Club
Meets Today
The USF Press Club will
have the second part of 'the
three-part series, "The News
· and How To Get It," today at
2 p.m. in University Center
252.
Darrell Dibona, club president, said today's speakers
are Leo Stalnaker Jr. and
Sam Adams. The topic they
will discusss is the free flow .
of information and the problems of news sources.
Adams, who is a reporter
for The St. Petersburg Times,
·has a Master'.s Degree in journalism from the University of
Minnesota. Adams recently
wrote a series on the educational aspects of Pinell~
County.

····-·················-·-·····-········--·--···--•
College Relations Director
•
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c/o ?heraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please send mea free Sheraton Student l.D. Card:

.1 ·Name:-----------------• Address=---------------I
I
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NOW THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

-8426 N. FLORIDA

Ph. 935-0512
3405 E. Hillsborough· Phone 238-1212
716 N. Dale Mabry· Phone 877-1912
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We're holding

the cards~

Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a
Sheraton Student l.D. How much depends on
where and when you stay.
And the Student l.D. card is free to begin with.
Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a
good place.
·
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By MAXINE KAMIN
Assistant Fine Arts Edit.or
The Rune Caster's Twi-

light's Children joint concert
jam-packed Thursday
evening - aisles included.
People were lined up outside the Business Administration Auditorium an hour before show time. But I'm sure
that after the concert, nobody
was complaining about having
had to wait.
I doubt if USF has ever had
such a a lively, cleverly done,
humorous, thought · provoking
concert!
TWH..IGHT'S CHILDREN
started the show by singing
John English's unique arrangement of "Happy Tog?ther." They bubbled with enthusiasm and spirit.
· Bob Seriiia's strobe lights
added effect to "Walrus,"
"Island of the Dragons," and
"Don't Freak On Me."
The audience burst .into wild
applause after "Island of the
Dragons," English's newest.
A black light was also used
that made · the Children's
painted faces glow.
Clapping continued long
enough for the group to recuperate and do "Don't Freak"
complete with yo-yo, rattle,
and kazoo.
·
\Vas

CHEERS, CL APP ING,
mumbles of "great, amazing" were still going on when
.the lights wents down. ·
Then came .the Rune Casters.
"The Rune Casters present
a program of irreverent but
nice nasties • . . " the program read.

IF ANY ramifications were
to develop for · their brilliant
satire of the "Univ. of So.
Fla." there's sure to be "some
student comment."
From sex to computerized
education ("Here's our computer psychiatrist); the Poetry Festival ("Isn't that
good?"); school spirit ("Never
heard that before, ·· huh?);
and the school's layout (Subgothic); th e y successfully
pointed out the evils and abSlll'.dities that . exist on campus.
It was !J.ysterical - until
Bill Alexander, as student, got
on stage and got serious. I
wish I had some quotes from
his speech, but I was too busy
listening .ta write. Where are
the · creative, thinking minds
The entire fine Arts Divi- that are supposed to be develsion will unite to produce oped in college, was the quesRossini's "Barber of Seville" . tion.
May 20, 21 and 22 in the Theatre.
The opera, a popular performance from its initial opening
in the early nineteenth century, will be sung in a new English translation by Thomas
and Ruth Martin.
In the present production,
under the general supervision
of Dr. Everett Anderson, professor, Figaro will be sung by
Gerald Reynolds, assistant
professor.
Eldon Mecham, instructor,
has furnished a Cococco setting which, according to Dr.
Alfred Golding, stage director, resembles a kind of
9303 - S6th St.
brightly colored doll's house,
Ph. 988-2798
"like the Prince's ·palace at
Monte Carlo."
In the role 'of the ·count is
Mel Higa. Rosina will be
played by Toni!ea Moore and
Susan Weiss (on alternate
nights), ward to Dr. Bartofo
will be done by Dr. Armand
Watkins and Joe Lieb (also
alternate nights). · · ·
/'
Ty Riddle will play Fiorello,
and Susan Ankrom and Linda
Howell will double as Breta.
Professor Edward Preodor
will conduct the orchestra.
· Tickets are 15 cents for stu- .
dents, $1.50 for ·staff and .
Foundation members a nd $3
general admission. Tickets
\viii go on sale Monday in the ·
Theatre box office.

HE GOT a standing ovation.
They followed the speech with
Eliot's "The Hollow Men

And they got another standing ovation when the show
was over.
The concert proved that
there are some thinking
minds on campus.

s
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v

Classic Opera
Prepares For
May 20 Opening

Terrace

Beauty ·salon
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'Toys' Film
Plays In TAT
"Toys," a film on children's
reactions to war, will be
shown twice today in the
Teaching Auditorium, Theatre
at 2 :05 and 2 :.30 p .m.
The color film was produced by \he Film B.oard of
Canada. The showings are
sponsored by Functional English, College of Basic Studies.
Both showings_are free.
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